Welcome

There’s no doubt that, over the past few years, just
about everyone has been ‘toughing it out’ during this time
of financial uncertainty that has taken a hold on this great
country of ours. The general consensus has been that we
didn’t get in this situation overnight, and we’re certainly
not going to get out of it that quick either. But… there appears to be a light at the end of the proverbial tunnel. Let’s
hope it keeps getting brighter!
Fortunately, there is renewed activity in all aspects of
our boating related businesses. We were lucky enough to
get by with minimal cutbacks in staffing and an overall
‘tightening of the belt’ during the winter months. With
that being said, I am happy to say that we are back at full
speed and moving ahead.
Our events have always been a good indicator of how
many people are enjoying their boats and we were a bit
surprised to see that last year’s events, attendance wise,
weren’t off by much, if any. Rest assured that we have
been hard at work planning for 2010 and everything is on
track for another great season here in Cape May. You can
count on it!
This year we will be marking another milestone as
we celebrate 30 years of our annual Shark event. That’s
right; 30 years! You know that’s going to be fun! Last
year we made some changes with the Showdown that
made it more fun dockside and those will definitely be
carried over to this season - just ask the Leeks or Healeys!
By popular demand, we have re-formatted the Tuna
tournament to a trolling only event and have shaken up
the calcuttas a bit to give participants more ways to win
and bigger payouts. And then there is the Mid-Atlantic
$500,000. You really have to participate in that event to
believe it and we expect another great turnout this year.
Last, but certainly not least is a big change in the Big Bass
Open that takes place in November of each year. Although
it will be an ASA sanctioned event, it will now be run by
South Jersey Tournaments – in true South Jersey style!
We live in the greatest country in the world and things
are indeed going to get better. In the meantime, we’ll be
ready to offer you the best bang for your buck that boating
has to offer. Whether its yacht sales, tournaments, marinas or service, we’re ready to get on with it. Let’s start
enjoying what we’ve worked so hard for. Fish on!
See you this summer.

Bob Glover,
Marketing / Tournament Director
www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

The staff welcomes Sandy McCarthy as the cover photographer for
the 2010 On The Rip.
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South Jersey Tournaments
Always Exciting

Another Great Year in the Books, and Another One on the Way!

There is no doubt that every South Jersey Tournament season has its exciting moments,
and it is those very moments that make the memories that we all cherish. Every year we
review our events and tweak them when needed to assure you, the competitor, of having
the best time possible both offshore and dockside. Below are some of the highlights from ’09
and a little teaser about what’s ahead for this year. If you want to have a fun, exciting and
rewarding, competitive fishing experience, consider joining us this season.
We’ll deliver!
30 years and counting
Just ask any sharker and they’ll
tell you that South Jersey’s annual
Shark Tournament is the largest
and most lucrative shark tournament around. To put it another
way, it is THE standard for MidAtlantic shark fishing

Last year’s 29th in the series attracted 144 boats and $298,670
with 589 fish caught, but you
probably knew that already since
the results of all our tournaments
are posted on several websites including www.SouthJerseyTournaments.com and www.SportFish-

ermen.com. But we think some of
the best stories were the ones that
maybe you haven’t read about.
Consider the crew aboard Paul
Rys’s Hot Works who got their
BIG bite late in the day on Day
One. The thresher was so big and
the crew struggled so long to get
it into the boat that they blew
right through the scale closing
deadline, and missed what would
have been the tournament’s winning fish. This story does have a
happy ending, however, since the
thresher may have earned the Hot
Works and her crew an entry in the
New Jersey State record books.
Then there’s Bill Garrison.
Late on Day Two, the crew aboard
Miss Andrea hooked up what
would turn out to be a 586 pound
thresher, a “money” fish that
would have claimed prize money
for Second Heaviest Shark. We
say “would have” because, totally
on his on accord, Bill reported

that the hook-up occurred at 4:32,
two minutes past the allowable
time as stipulated in the tournament rules. It’s true that everyone
who fishes around here already
knows that Bill Garrison is a class
act, but on that Saturday, Captain
Bill Garrison set a new standard
for class and sportsmanship.
And speaking of sportsmanship, last year’s release rate during the Shark Tournament said
a whole lot about it! Of the 589
sharks caught, 546 were returned
to the ocean to play another day.
That’s a release rate of about 93%!
Congratulations and a VERY
WELL DONE goes out to all of
our 2009 Shark Fishermen from

T O U R N A M E N T
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South Jersey Tournaments.
In 2010 South Jersey Tournaments will celebrate the
th
30 anniversary of this perennial favorite, and nobody
on the planet knows how to celebrate a fishing tournament like South Jersey. The real question is, will you
be roaring offshore with the very best Sharkers on the
planet, or sitting at home watching it on the internet?

Not your average showdown

If you’re an Ocean or Viking owner, it’s probably
your favorite tournament. Sure, we all love the big
money tournaments, but sometimes we just want to
have some pressureless fun and go fishing with our
friends and family. And more than any other tournament, the Showdown is exactly about that. Many
owners take advantage of this event to introduce
their next generation of anglers to the joys of offshore tournament fishing.
The continued popularity of the Showdown was
evidenced last year by the fact that a larger number
of boats than the previous year participated. Ocean
and Viking families agree that the Showdown is all
about good times, good food, camaraderie and last
year, steaks! Yes, steaks! During the scheduled lay day
of last year’s Showdown, we decided to try something
different. We invited the Leek and Healy families to
belly up to the grill and serve up filets to all the participants for lunch, poolside at Canyon Club. It was a
great touch and you can imagine how it added a fun,
new dimension to the event. Needless to say, it’s on
the schedule again for this year!
When it comes to Vikings and Oceans, there are
only two types of owners…those who fish the Showdown and those who should! Oh, yeah, by the way, in
2010 it will be called the Ocean-Viking Showdown.
That should tell you in whose house the trophy currently resides.

T O U R N A M E N T
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Nothin’ but tuna

During the 2nd week of July, the most popular spectator sport in Cape May is right here at South Jersey
Marina when the stream of tuna coming to the scales
is virtually continuous. The 2009, 8th Annual Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament was a case in point. The first
fish was weighed within minutes of the scales opening
on Day One, and the pace rarely slackened during the
event’s three day run. In fact, the only person busier
that Weighmaster Chris Booth was the scorekeeper.
If you’re serious about catching tuna, and winning
a lot of money in the process, then you already know
about South Jersey’s Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament.
By popular demand, this year’s event will feature a
new, all trolling format. Plus there are several new
ways to win in the Calcutta levels which will no doubt
generate a much larger purse. We think you’ll agree
that these changes will make the event even bigger
and better than before and we hope you’ll make your
plans to join us for the relaunch of this fun, exciting
and always fishy event! Plus, sign up early and save a
C note!

T O U R N A M E N T
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Numbers don’t lie

A $1,761,602.00 purse; 137 boats entered; two new tournament records: a 95 pound white marlin and a 97 pound
wahoo; all wrapped up in six solid days of fishing, fun and
camaraderie. Those were the numbers that defined the 18th
annual, 2009 Mid-Atlantic $500,000.
Often called the “Big Game,”
the Mid-Atlantic is a tournament that continues to grow and
get better with each passing year.
As one participant so aptly put it
last year, “We can fish any tournament, but this is more than a tournament, this is the Mid-Atlantic!”
But numbers tell only part
of the story. How that purse is
spread around tells the rest of it.
Widely regarded as, boat for boat,
the richest marlin and tuna tournament in the world, the format
of the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 ensures that its rich purse ends up
in more than just a few pockets.
With several Calcutta offerings,
A big change at the Big Bass Open!

The annual South Jersey Big
Bass Open is undergoing some
exciting changes as well for 2010
and we think you’ll be excited.
In the past, this tournament was
an American Striper Association (ASA) event which was run
and promoted primarily as a vehicle for their members, although
it was open for anyone to join in
and compete. After meeting with
the ASA over the winter, it has
been decided that South Jersey

T O U R N A M E N T
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Tournaments will produce a new
striper tournament which will
have all of the fun, competitiveness and hoopla as other South
Jersey hallmark events. And for
ASA members, you can still gain
points and compete for ASA prizes within this new tournament as
it will be officially sanctioned by
the Association. Mercury Marine
will be the major engine sponsor along with their local affiliate,
Cape Harbor Marine. Other na-

including the popular Sperry
Top-Sider On The Board Reward,
your chances are enhanced in taking home some cash, not to mention the memories of a lifetime!

tional and regional sponsors will
also be taking part, all of which
will add to the excitement. As of
this writing, plans were still being
finalized, but you can count on a
first class, multi-day event in true
South Jersey Style! Check back
at our website: www.SouthJerseyTournaments.com for details
on the new format, rules, prize
money, etc. We think you’re really
going to like this!

T A L E S
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A Look Back at a Winning Season
Aboard the Sea Mistress
A View from the Bridge with John and Betty Raimondo
The best part about putting together On The Rip is it gives
us the opportunity to live vicariously through friends who
actually get to fish in our tournaments. Late last year, one boat
name seemed to jump out again and again, Sea Mistress.
It felt like a story, so we asked the Raimondo’s if they would
be willing to share the experience of their 2009 season with
the readers of On The Rip.
Tell us about your tournament experience last year.
We fished five tournaments last year. After getting skunked in the
Ocean City, NJ Overnight Tuna Tournament we won Heaviest Stringer
in South Jersey’s Tuna Tournament and took home $21,000. We caught
a couple of fish but didn’t win any money at the White Marlin Open,
but then Betty came back and they did very well at the Stone Harbor
Yacht Club Tournament winning $5,800 as the 1st Place Lady Angler
and 1st Place Angler. Finally, we hit pay dirt during the Mid-Atlantic
$500,000 with our 2nd Heaviest White Marlin that sent us home with
$118,000. So all in all, we had a pretty successful 2009 season.
Was there one moment that stands out during this tournament season?
That’s easy. Backing down to the scale twice during this year’s MidAtlantic. There’s nothing like having that feeling that you finally have
the chance at winning something after all of these years.
Tell us about your crew?
That would be primarily
Mark McDevitt and his mate,
Nate Benz. These two take preparedness for fishing to a whole
new level. We’ve been very successful with Mark at the helm
for the past 10 years. Nate has
been with us since 2004 and it’s
a joy to fish with him. There’s
also Tim Lehman. As part me-

T O U R N A M E N T
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chanic and part angler, Tim has
been instrumental in keeping Sea
Mistress out on the water while
enjoying some great fishing with
us along the way! Finally, every
team needs a good utility player
and Billy Davis is ours. Through
the years Billy has gladly served
as captain, mate, second mate,
and angler. In fact, the one year
that Billy was captain of the Sea
Mistress we did quite well and
took second place points in the
Mid-Atlantic. We’re a very competitive crew when it comes to
tournament fishing and I would
stack these four guys against any
other crew out there. We work really well together and have a lot of
“grins and giggles” along the way.
Do you have a favorite story?
That’s a tough question because there are so many great
stories. I will say this though; the

T A L E S
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Sea Mistress, cont.
secret to our success is having fun
and lots of laughs while we’re out
there. We just relax and don’t take
the business of tournament fishing too seriously. That way, when
the bite comes, we’re on our toes
and can react accordingly.
How many times have you
fished the MA500?
We have fished the Mid-Atlantic every year since its inception, except for in 2004 when
John had foot surgery.
Is there any one tournament
that stands out from the others?
That’s easy, the 2001 White
Marlin Open. After fishing it
for so many years winning that

$725,000 was quite a
kick. And nobody can
forget the year at the
Mid-Atlantic $500,000
when the Gina Lisa barreled into the weigh station to weigh their fish
at the last minute with
the Coast Guard in close
pursuit. I still get goose
bumps when I remember that!
Besides tournaments, how do you use Sea Mistress?
Sea Mistress is home ported in New Jersey for 6 months and in Isla
Mujeres in Mexico for the other 6 months, so obviously we do a lot of fishing. We do take her for the occasional cruise up to New England, however.
Tell us about your boat?
Sea Mistress is a custom built 57 East Bay. She’s only 14 years old
and has just 10,500 hours on the hull, and since we had her completely
refitted last year, we won’t be ready for a new boat for a while.
Anything else you want to share? Travel plans, hobbies, experiences, etc?
Sea Mistress is my biggest hobby. My wife appropriately named her, don’t you think? As for Betty, she
has combined her passion for fishing with her knack
for photography. She has a great eye for action shots
and her billfish photos get better with every hook-up.
(Ed: Like the jumping marlin on the preceding page.)

Many, many thanks to Betty (R) and John (L)
Raimondo for sharing their story and their photos. Betty
is a regular entrant in our annual photo contest and her
photography has appeared frequently in On The Rip. We
have enjoyed the many places her camera has taken us
and hope you have too.

T O U R N A M E N T
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This was Their Year, the Cookie II
“We’ve come close plenty of
times, but this was our year!” That
was how Captain Ronnie Layton
summed up their Heaviest Blue
Marlin during the 2009 MidAtlantic $500,000. Ronnie has
been the one and only captain of
the Cookie II since she arrived on
South Jersey’s tournament scene
in May, 2006. A 56 Viking, powered by 1550 MAN’s, Cookie II is
owned by Sonny Falcone. In addition to Sonny and with Ronnie
at the helm, Cookie II is crewed
by mates Justin Grahsler and Kurt
Ward. Sal Scafidi, Luke Spano,
Vincent Novelli and John Catuto
compose the cockpit crew.
Although he fishes the VikingOcean Showdown and the White
Marlin Open, the Mid-Atlantic
$500,000 is Ronnie’s favorite
tournament and has been so since
he started fishing it 12 years ago.

“It’s the tent,” points out Ronnie.
“No event matches the atmosphere in that tent. You get to see
the competition face to face every
night, all in one location. The camaraderie is amazing.”
According to Ronnie, one of
the other things he likes about
fishing the Mid-Atlantic is the
Service Center. “It’s nice having a
boat yard right there. If you need
a haul-out or have an electronics
problem, the service guys are right
there to take care of it. No other
tournament can provide that level
of support.”
But as we all know, it comes
down to the fishing, and this year
for Ronnie it came down to one fish.
“We were dragging triple
dredges and two natural baits
rigged with Baitmaster mullet;
maybe one ballyhoo…and two
plastics.” Ronnie then added,

“Luke Spano was the angler; he
did a real good job.” Cookie II’s
big blue marlin started earning
money on Day One of the tournament when it claimed a spot
on the Sperry Topsider On The
Board Reward. By Friday’s Award
Ceremony, the crew’s final take
was $381,665.

But that was five months ago.
Its winter now and Cookie II
with Ronnie Layton at the helm
has left for warmer waters. “Usually, we run down to Charleston,
then almost another 400 miles to
Jupiter. From there, its Key West
and then Mexico.” But this year it
will be two months in the Bahamas, “Fishing almost every day.”
…harsh, indeed!
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It’s Always a Good Time!

Get Ready for the Best Tournament Season Ever

One thing is for sure at South Jersey Tournaments
and that is this: We know how to have a good time!
Sure, we pride ourselves on giving you the best bang
for your tournament buck, as well as offering you a
competitive series of events with many ways to win.
But when it comes to dockside hospitality, we really try to have fun. We enjoy meeting our participants
personally and helping them to enjoy themselves. We
go out of our way to help solve any problems that
may arise, something that our entire staff works hard
to accomplish. And this year is no exception!

We’ve got a great line-up for the game fishing
angler - everything from a new Striped Bass Tournament to the renowned Mid Atlantic. We are constantly trying to improve our events and we just might
surprise you this year. After all, it is the 30th anniversary of our Shark tournament. And maybe we’ll have
a menu change here or there. And maybe something
new at the MA500 for the winners. And…
Well, you’ll just have to come on out , sign up, and
have the best tournament experience there is. We plan to!

Kyle Clark watches his dad Phil on the
bow as their RaMar returns from a day at
the Canyons during the 2009 Showdown.
Submitted by Marie Clark, winner of
this year’s Candid Photo category of On The
Rip’s photo contest.
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The annual South Jersey Shark Tournament is the first competitive big-game fishing opportunity of the season. Averaging
185 to 200 boats each year, this event is the premiere Shark Tournament in the Mid-Atlantic region. With a cast of over 1,000
anglers participating annually, this exciting event takes place
when the bite has been historically at its best in our productive
waters off of Cape May. Our shark tournament is structured to
provide participants with the best possible fishing hours, lucrative cash prizes and an equal chance for boats of all sizes to compete – all while setting an example of sportsmanship and sound
conservation practices.

The entry fee is $525 per boat which
provides eligibility for tournament prizes and five tickets to all dockside dinners
and festivities (additional tickets can be
purchased at the Captains meeting). In
2008 we made some slight changes to
our Calcutta options, so make sure to
check those out in the Calcutta section
of this brochure.
Last year prize money reached
$298,670 and we’re anticipating top-

ping the 300K mark this year! If you enjoy competitive shark fishing, dockside
parties and the camaraderie inherent in
this sport, there is no better opportunity
to enjoy yourself with family and friends
than the South Jersey Shark Tournament. If you need transient dockage and
want to be where the action is, be sure to
make your reservations early to guarantee yourself a spot at South Jersey Marina or Canyon Club Resort.

IMPORTANT: This event is run in accordance with all current state & federal rules & regulations.

T O U R N A M E N T
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$525 per boat
Entry Fee includes activity tickets for 5 participants
(additional tickets can be purchased at the Captains’ Meeting.)

Participants who pay their Entry Fee prior to June 1 will be
eligible for a “Free Entry Drawing” which will be held at the
Captains’ Meeting. The lucky winner will receive a full refund
of their $525 Entry Fee - enter early!

The minimum weight for all sharks in this tournament is 200 lbs.
Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $3,000
2nd Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $1,500
3rd Heaviest Shark - Any Species • $1,000
Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $3,000
2nd Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $1,500
3rd Heaviest Mako - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
Heaviest Mako Day 1 - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
Heaviest Mako Day 2 - 200 lb. min. • $1,000
Heaviest Blue - 200 lb. min. • $2,000
Total • $15,000

Valuable trophies will be awarded for:
Most Points Blue • Most Points Mako
Most Points Overall
200 points per Blue Released • 200 points per Mako Released
1 pt. per lb. for boated Blues or Makos equal to or over min. weight.
In the event of a tie in a points category, the winner shall be the
first boat reaching the winning point accumulation.

Thursday, June 10
6:00 PM • Late Registration - Canyon Club
7:30 PM Sharp • Captains’ Meeting - Canyon Club
Friday, June 11
7:00 AM • Depart Inlet
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM • Fishing
3:30 PM - 7:30 PM • Weigh-In at South Jersey Marina
6:30 PM • Dockside Dining, Live Music - Canyon Club
Saturday, June 12
7:00 AM • Depart Inlet
9:30 AM - 4:30 PM • Fishing
3:30 PM - 7:30 PM • Weigh-In at South Jersey Marina
6:30 PM • Dockside Dining, Live Music, Awards - CCRM
Sunday, June 13 • Alternate

T O U R N A M E N T
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The following information describes the various “Calcutta”
levels that are available for those who wish to indulge.
All Calcuttas are additional opportunities to win. Remember, Calcutta prize money is separate from tournament
proceeds and you are under no obligation to enter any of
these additional levels. It is strictly your option and you may
enter as many as you wish or none at all. 95% of Calcutta
entries will be paid out. To be eligible for Calcutta prizes, fish
must be caught according to tournament rules and meet
the tournament’s minimum weight standards. Percentages
listed are of total purse within each Calcutta.

DAILY DOUBLE • Entry Fee - $300

Covers the following categories for Day 1 and Day 2

Heaviest Shark Day 1 • 12.5%
Heaviest Mako Day 1 • 25%
Heaviest Blue Day 1 • 12.5%

Heaviest Shark Day 2 • 12.5%
Heaviest Mako Day 2 • 25%
Heaviest Blue Day 2 • 12.5%

MAKO MANIA JACKPOT • Entry Fee - $1,000

Entry Fee - Calcutta “A” $400 · Calcutta “B” $800
Each overall Calcutta covers the following categories

Heaviest Shark • 20%
Heaviest Mako • 25%
Heaviest Blue • 15%

2nd Heaviest Shark • 15%
2nd Heaviest Mako • 15%
2nd Heaviest Blue • 10%

Available to all participants at no additional fee.
$50,000 will be awarded to the first angler who lands a New
Jersey State Record Mako or Blue.
Note: The winning fish must be caught according to tournament rules. Only one prize will be awarded. The winning
fish, angler and crew of the Monster Shark Bonus will be
subject to catch verification procedures which may include
polygragh examination of the angler and crew.
NJ State Record Mako Shark • 856 lbs., caught 1994*
NJ State Record Blue Shark • 366 lbs., caught 1996*
*Records current as of 11/7/2008

Covers the Mako category only for the tournament overall

Heaviest Mako • 60%

2nd Heaviest Mako • 40%

T O U R N A M E N T
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Overall Calcuttas

In the event that no qualifying 2nd
place fish is caught, the prize money
will go to the 1st place fish in that
category.
If no fish is caught in a particular category, the prize money will be equally
divided among the winners of the
other categories.

Daily Double

In the event that no fish is caught in
a particular category, the prize money
for that category will be equally divided among the winners of the other
categories for that day.
If no qualifying fish are caught on Day
One, that prize money will be awarded
to the winners of the corresponding
categories on Day Two and vice versa.

Mako Mania Jackpot

In the event that no qualifying 2nd
place fish is caught, the prize money
will go to the 1st place fish.
In the event that no qualifying fish
are caught at all, the entries will be
returned.

1. Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to
decline the entry of any boat or crew.

16. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided between
those tying.

2. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be
weighed may return to home port after the last day of fishing.

17. In the event that less than three (3) qualifying fish are taken in any category, the unwon prize
money will be proportionally divided among the winners in that category. In the event that any
Tournament Prize category is not won at all, that prize money will be equally divided among the
winners of the other categories with the exception of the prize money for daily heaviest Mako.

3. Boundaries for the tournament will be 60 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.
4. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 7:00 AM with the exception of
the official weather boats which may leave at 6:00 AM.
5. No lines or bait of any kind, including chum, may be put into the water until starting time is
announced by a Committee Boat. Starting time is 9:30 AM.
6. Moves during the day should be accomplished with care for established slicks. Boats passing
through competitors’ slicks within 300 yards may be subject to disqualification.
7. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following exceptions:
A) Fish may be dispatched by gun or bangstick after they have been wired; B) No harpoons, dart
gaffs or greensticks; C) A fish may be hooked by someone other than the angler provided the rod
is immediately transferred to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the angler must fight
the fish alone until boated or released. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules. (The use of mammal blood or flesh is prohibited.)
8. No more than 5 lines may be fished from any boat, regardless of number of anglers.
9. Fishing will be on each scheduled day unless cancelled by the weather committee by 9:30 AM. Only
one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be awarded.
10. All fish boated or released must be reported to a committee boat at the time of the catch.
11. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader or the
swivel touches the tip of the rod.
12. Fishing ends at 4:30 PM on each fishing day. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until
boated or released, provided that said fish is reported hooked (to a committee boat) before the deadline.
13. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at South Jersey Marina by 7:30 PM aboard the
boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest pound.
Weigh-in begins at 3:30 PM.

18. In the event that there is not a qualifying Mako caught on Day 1, the daily Tournament prize money
will go to the heaviest qualifying Mako of Day 2 and vice versa. If there are no qualifying Makos
caught, the Tournament prize money for the daily heaviest Mako will go to the heaviest shark.
19. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in the tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with prior approval of the Tournament Directors.
20. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to assist
in fighting or boating a fish.
21. For the purpose of identification, a porbeagle will be considered a mako.
22. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes and Calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state and
federal regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
23. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors,
consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” of the
catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in suitable and
proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examination, the
decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be required of
winning crews.
24. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official tournament registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the
event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and exclusive responsibility to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any violation materially aided the
angler, crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the tournament. Any subsequent
penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases,
registrant and their crews agree to be bound by the ruling of the tournament directors.

14. For release points to count, boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline and submit a Daily
Catch Report by 8:30 PM.
15. In the event of a tie in the point categories, the winner shall be the first boat reaching the winning point accumulation.

BAIT: Whole mackeral (25# flats) and chum (whole bunker, bunker and mackerel) available
at South Jersey and Canyon Club. Pre-order or order upon arrival. Call 609-884-2400 for
information or to pre-order.

A limited number of slips will be available at South Jersey
Marina and the Canyon Club for the Shark Tournament.
Transient rates are $3.25 per foot, per day (includes electric)
X 4 days minimum. (June 11-14.) To reserve a slip for
the Tournament, call now: 609-884-2400.
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July 7-11, 2010
21st Annual
Viking/Ocean Showdown
Schedule of Events

All activities associated with the Showdown will take place at
Canyon Club Resort Marina

Wednesday, July 7, 2010

4:00 p.m. - ?
Registration, Cocktail Reception and
Captains’ Meeting, Under the Big-Top

Thursday, July 8, 2010

8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Fish Day
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining
Entertainment Under the Big-Top

Friday, July 9, 2010

1:00 p.m. - ?
Lay Day & Pina Colada Pool Party

Saturday, July 10, 2010

8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Fish Day
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining
Entertainment, Awards Ceremony
Under the Big-Top

Sunday, July 11, 2010
Alternate

Awards

Team Award - Winner Take All

Most points accumulated in
White Marlin, Blue Marlin and Tuna Divisions

Individual Awards
Most points White Marlin (Boat award)
100 points per release
Most points Blue Marlin (Boat award)
300 points per release
Most points Tuna (Boat award)
1/2 point per pound, 50 lbs. or over
(any weight can win Heaviest Tuna Prize)
Most Points Overall (High boat award)
Heaviest Tuna (Angler award)
Heaviest Dolphin (Angler award)
Heaviest Wahoo (Angler award)
Top Lady Angler (Most points)
Top Junior Angler (Most points)

Tournament Rules & Regulations

1. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be
weighed may return to home port after their last day of fishing.
2. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 4:30 AM.
3. Fishing will be on each scheduled day unless cancelled by the weather committee by 6:30 AM.
4. No lines of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a committee boat. Starting time is 8:30 AM.
5. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.
6. All billfish released must be reported to a committee boat when caught, giving boat
number. The committee boat will respond and give time of catch. Tuna boated over 50 lbs.
should also be reported.
7. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following
exceptions: A) Live baiting is not permitted; B) Harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks are not
permitted; C) A fish may be hooked by someone other than the angler provided the rod is
immediately transferred to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the angler must
fight the fish alone until boated or released. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority
for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.
8. This is a trolling tournament. While hook-ups accomplished with no headway are permissible if they occur at a time when baits settle while fighting another fish, the use of live bait
or stopping and casting or pitching to tailing fish or fish balling bait is not permissible.
9. For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader, or
the swivel touches the rod tip.
10. Fishing ends at 3:00 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated or
released, provided that the hook-up was confirmed by a committee boat before the deadline.
11. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at Canyon Club Resort Marina by 8:00 PM
aboard the boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the
nearest pound. Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.

12. For release points to count boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline & submit a
daily catch report by 9:00 PM at the weigh station.
13. In the event of a tie, the winner will be the first boat or team to reach the winning point
accumulation.
14. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official and prizes to be awarded.
15. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in
the tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with the prior approval of the
Tournament Directors.
16. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard to
assist in fighting or boating a fish.
17. In order to be eligible for awards & prizes, fish must be caught legally by state & federal
regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
18. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors,
consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness” of
the catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in suitable
and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from such examination, the decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph examination may be
required of winning crews.
19. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official
tournament registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and
exclusive responsibility to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any
violation materially aided the angler, crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome
of the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and their crews agree to be bound
by the ruling of the tournament directors.
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July 14-17, 2010
9th Annual
Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament

By popular demand to make the event more competitive and lucrative for the participants, the Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament has
been switched to a trolling only format. Recognizing the changes in
our tuna fishery, we believe this new format will make the event more
exciting and competitive than ever before. As always, you will still get
to fish 2 of 3 days, captain’s choice, for yellowfin and/or bluefin.

What’s great about this tournament is that boats of all sizes can
compete at several different financial levels and have a great sporting
experience. But remember, the more you’re in, the more you win! All of
the calcuttas have been restructured and we’ve even added an exciting
team aspect to the event called Team Play. Plus we’ll have our always enjoyable Captain’s Meeting and an outstanding awards dinner and celebration – all in traditional South Jersey style! We hope you’ll consider joining
us in July and take part in one of South Jersey’s premier events. It’s going to be a lot of fun!
Entry Fee
$750.00 on or before July 1st
$825.00 after July 1st

Entry fee includes Awards Party Tickets for 5 participants.
(Additional tickets can be purchased.)

Eligible Species

Eligible species for the Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament will be
yellowfin (includes bigeye) and bluefin. In this event, bigeye
tuna will be considered yellowfin for identification purposes and
will be eligible as such in all tournament and calcutta categories.

Schedule of Events

Wednesday, July 14
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm • Captains’ Meeting
Canyon Club Resort Marina
Thursday, July 15
7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Weigh-In, South Jersey Marina
Friday, July 16
7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Weigh-In, South Jersey Marina
Saturday, July 17
7:30 am - 3:30 pm • Available Fish Day
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm • Weigh-In, South Jersey Marina
8:00 pm • Awards Party and Presentation
Canyon Club Resort Marina
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Tournament Prizes
Heaviest Tuna (yellowfin or bluefin)
2nd Heaviest Tuna
Heaviest Yellowfin
2nd Heaviest Yellowfin
Heaviest Bluefin
2nd Heaviest Bluefin
Heaviest Stringer*
2nd Heaviest Stringer*
3rd Heaviest Stringer*

$5,000.00
$3,000.00
$4,000.00
$2,000.00
$4,000.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,500.00
$1,000.00

Total* $25,000.00
*A Stringer is a boat’s heaviest three fish (yellowfin, including bigeye
and/or bluefin) for the tournament. No more than three fish from
each boat will be weighed per eligible fishing day.
$25,000 tournament prize money is based on the entry of 100 boats.

Calcutta Information

The following information describes the various additional entry levels (calcuttas) that are available for those
who wish to indulge. Remember, calcutta prize money is
separate from tournament proceeds and you are under no
obligation to enter any of these additional levels. It is strictly
your option and you may enter as many as you wish or none
at all. 95% of calcutta entries will be paid out. To be eligible
for calcutta prizes, fish must be caught according to tournament rules. (Percentages listed are of total purse within each
calcutta.) Good luck!

Kahuna Tuna

Kahuna Tuna ‘A’ • Entry Fee: $500
Kahuna Tuna ‘B’ • Entry Fee: $1,000
Kahuna Tuna ‘C’ • Entry Fee: $2,000
Each of the three Kahuna Tuna Calcuttas will be shared as follows

Heaviest Tuna • 30%
2nd Heaviest Tuna • 20%
Heaviest Yellowfin • 20%

3rd Heaviest Tuna • 10%
Heaviest Bluefin • 20%

Daily Calcutta

Daily Calcutta ‘A’ • Entry Fee: $500
Daily Calcutta ‘B’ • Entry Fee: $1,000
Each of the two Daily Calcuttas will be shared as follows

Heaviest Tuna Thursday

Heaviest Tuna Friday

Heaviest Tuna Saturday
Daily purses will depend on the number of boats fishing each day.
Your entry in this calcutta will only be added to the daily purse of the two days that you fish
(50% each day.)

Super Stringer

Super Stringer ‘A’ • Entry Fee: $1,000
Super Stringer ‘B’ • Entry Fee: $2,000
Each of the two Super Stringer Calcuttas will be shared as follows

Heaviest 3 Fish • 45%
2nd Heaviest 3 Fish • 25%

3rd Heaviest 3 Fish • 15%

4th Heaviest 3 Fish • 10%

5th Heaviest 3 Fish • 5%

Team Play

Team Competition: Teams consist of 1-4 boats
Entry Fee: $1,000 per team
Team With The Heaviest 5 Fish - 100%
Team Play entry fee and team member registration will take place at the Captains meeting.

Slip Reservations

A limited number of slips will be available at South
Jersey Marina and the Canyon Club for this event. Transient
rates are $3.25 per foot, per day (includes electric) X 4 days
minimum (July 15-18.) To reserve a slip for the Tournament,
call now: 609-884-2400 • www.SouthJerseyMarina.com
Note: Any unwon prize money in the above Calcuttas will be equally divided among the
winning places within each Calcutta.
In the Daily Calcutta, if no qualifying fish is caught on any fish day, the unwon prize money
for that day will be equally divided between the other fish days.
*Prize money will be paid to official registrant or their designees.
BAIT: A full line of quality baits including Ballyhoo (small, medium,
large and horse) is available at South Jersey and Canyon Club.
Call 609-884-2400 for information or to pre-order.
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Tournament Rules & Regulations

1. Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The Tournament Directors reserve the right to
decline the entry of any boat or crew.
2. All boats must sail from and return to Cape May Inlet, except that boats with no fish to be
weighed may return to home port after their last day of fishing.
3. There are three (3) available fishing days for the tournament. Fishing days for boats
entered will be any two (2) of the available three (3) days, captains’ choice; no weather
committee. The crew members of each individual boat will be solely responsible for the
decision as to which days to fish. The Mid-Atlantic Tuna Tournament assumes no liability
or responsibility for any damage or loss.
4. Each boat must pick one NON-FISHING DAY by submitting the official Lay Day Form prior
to 10:00 AM on the day selected. Said form must be physically delivered by a member
of the boat’s crew to the dockmaster in the ships store at either Canyon Club Marina or
South Jersey Marina. The boat must be dockside when the lay day is declared. Any boat
not submitting the proper form by the 10:00 AM deadline will be automatically assumed
to be fishing on that day. Boats may not fish on lay days unless all of their available fish
days have been used. Boats with mechanical problems or other emergencies may use lay
days to arrive late to the tournament so long as it is with the advance permission of the
Tournament Directors and they conform with all other rules.
5. Boundaries for the tournament will be 125 nautical miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.
6. Boats are not permitted to clear the Cape May Sea Buoy prior to 4:30 AM.
7. No lines or bait of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by
a Committee Boat. Starting time is 7:30 AM.
8. Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment and angling rules with the following
exceptions: A) A fish may be hooked by someone other than the angler provided the rod
is immediately transferred to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the angler
must fight the fish alone until boated or released. B) Live baiting is not permitted. C)
No harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks. Spreader bars are permitted only in accordance
with I.G.F.A. rules. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and
implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.
9. This is a trolling tournament. While hook-ups accomplished with no headway are permissible if they occur at a time when baits settle while fighting another fish, the use of live
bait or stopping and casting or pitching to tailing fish or fish balling bait is not permissible.
10. There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.
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11. All tuna boated over 75 lbs. should be reported to a Committee Boat at the time of the catch.
12. Fishing ends each day at 3:30 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated
or released, provided that said fish is reported hooked (to a Committee Boat) before the deadline.
13. All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in at South Jersey Marina by 8:00 PM aboard
the boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest
pound. Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.
14. No more than 3 fish will be weighed from any one boat on any fishing day. Participants
will be given tags which must be securely attached to each fish prior to being weighed
and must include boat name and number.
15. In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided
among those tying.
16. Only one day need be fished for the tournament to be considered official & prizes to be awarded.
17. In the event of boat disability, contestants may transfer to another boat not entered in
the tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with the prior approval of the
Tournament Directors.
18. Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can anyone from another boat come aboard
to assist in fighting or boating a fish.
19. In order to be eligible for awards, prizes and calcuttas, fish must be caught legally by state
and federal regulations under an angling, general or charter/headboat category permit.
20. All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to examination by the Tournament Directors,
consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be any question as to the “freshness”
of the catch. It shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep all eligible catches in
suitable and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes arising from
such examination, the decision of the Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph
examination may be required of winning crews.
21. Allegations of violations of any of the above rules may be submitted only by an official
tournament registrant and must be submitted in writing on the day of the alleged infraction. In the event of such an allegation, the tournament directors will have the sole and
exclusive responsibility to investigate the alleged incident and to rule as to whether any
violation materially aided the angler, crew, or vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome
of the tournament. Any subsequent penalty will be solely at the discretion of the tournament directors and shall be final. In all cases, registrant and their crews agree to be bound
by the ruling of the tournament directors.
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2010 Mid-Atlantic $500,000
August 15-20, 2010

A 92 pound white marlin won this event in both
2007 and 2008. But that wasn’t good enough for the
crew of the Toplesss last year who delivered to the
scales a 95 pounder, and a new Mid-Atlantic white
marlin tournament record. The fishing in this tournament has always been impressive, and seems to
get more exciting each year. Our average blue marlin winner goes well over 500 lbs. We have certainly
been blessed with great fishing over our 18 year history and there’s no reason to think that 2010 will be
any different.

it all. Last year, the overall purse was $1,811,950 and
was paid out to 16 different winners!

But the fishing is not the only hallmark of this
event. Every year we are told by participants that they
come for the fun, the camaraderie, the sportsmanship and the promotion and practice of conservation.
They also like how we spread the money around to
multiple winners, instead of one or two boats gett’n

If you‘re planning on doing some competitive fishing this year, we hope you’ll choose the 18th Annual
Mid-Atlantic $500,000. We believe it’s the best bang
for your tournament buck, and we know your crew,
family and friends will have a great time creating some
exciting and lasting memories! See you in August!

The great fishing and fun takes place out of two
ports: Cape May, NJ which is the home base of the
event and Ocean City, MD (Sunset Marina is the
OC headquarters) which is our premier satellite
port. Both locations have first class accommodations
and offer distinct amenities for participants to enjoy.
Both ports have full weigh-ins and are visually linked
via computer and broadcast media to keep everyone
informed as the excitement happens.

Schedule of Events
Sunday, August 15, 2010
Wednesday, August 18, 2010

1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Registration, Calcutta
Entries, Welcome Cocktail Party
4:30 p.m. • Captains’ Meeting
Cape May - Canyon Club Resort Marina
Ocean City, MD - Sunset Marina

Monday, August 16, 2010

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina & Sunset Marina

Tuesday, August 17, 2010

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina & Sunset Marina

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina & Sunset Marina

Thursday, August 19, 2010

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina & Sunset Marina

Friday, August 20, 2010

8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Available Fish Day
5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. • Weigh-In at
Canyon Club Marina & Sunset Marina
7:30 p.m. - ? • Dockside Dining,
Entertainment and Awards Ceremony

Point Scoring System
White Marlin - 75 pts per release
1 point per pound for fish
equal to or over the minimum weight

Blue Marlin - 150 pts per release
1/2 point per pound for fish
equal to or over the minimum weight

Tuna - 1/2 point per pound
Only fish 50 pounds and over
count in point categories.

Dockside dining and entertainment will take
place as scheduled by each port’s host marina.
Cape May, NJ - Canyon Club Resort Marina
Ocean City, MD - Sunset Marina

Important

The minimum weight limits to win cash in the Mid-Atlantic $500,000 are as follows:

White Marlin - 65 pounds • Blue Marlin - 400 pounds • Tuna - 50 pounds • Dolphin, Wahoo - No minimum weight
Species eligible for cash prizes in the tuna category shall be limited to yellowfin (Allison), big eye,
and longfin (true albacore). No bluefin, bonito, skipjack, etc.
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High Boat Awards

Cash Prizes

Valuable trophies will be awarded to the winners
of the following categories:

HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN • $100,000
2ND HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN • $50,000
3RD HEAVIEST WHITE MARLIN • $25,000
HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN • $100,000
2ND HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN • $50,000
3RD HEAVIEST BLUE MARLIN • $25,000
HEAVIEST TUNA • $75,000
2ND HEAVIEST TUNA • $35,000
3RD HEAVIEST TUNA • $20,000
HEAVIEST DOLPHIN • $10,000
HEAVIEST WAHOO • $10,000
TOTAL $500,000

Most Points White Marlin
2nd Most Points White Marlin
3rd Most Points White Marlin
Most Points Blue Marlin
2nd Most Points Blue Marlin
3rd Most Points Blue Marlin
Most Points Tuna
2nd Most Points Tuna
3rd Most Points Tuna
Most Points Overall

$500,000 prize money based on an entry of 125 boats
(For complete calcutta information go to www.ma500.com)
Prize money will be paid to official registrant or their designees.

(Both Marlin & Tuna Points Qualify)

Premier Sponsors

Big Game Fishing
Journal
Pt. Pleasant, NJ

Christi Marine Insurance
Glenside, PA

Engines Inc.

Pleasantville, NJ

FLIR

North Billerica, MA

Fraser-Volpe
Warminster, PA

Garmin

Premier Engine Sponsor

Exhibiting Sponsors

Olathe, KA

Mack Boring & Parts

Penn Reels/Pure Fishing

Sperry Topsider

MAN Engines & Components
South Plainfield, NJMidlantic Gold Rush

Pompanette Chairs

Ulysse Nardin

Poly-Planar

Underwater Lights/Sea
Vision

Union, NJ

Guy Harvey

Cayman Islands

ICOM

Belleview, WA

Interlux Paint

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Boca Raton, FL

Glen Burnie, MD

Ocean View Marine
Offshore Electronics

Serago Roberts

Union, NJ

KVH

Lexington, MA

Ransome Engine / Caterpillar Distributor

Brielle, NJ
South Seaville, NJ

Middletown, RI

Columbia, SC

Cape May, NJ

Hammonton, NJ

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

WKR Construction
Cape May, NJ

Northfield, NJ

Supporting Sponsors

Baitmasters

DeSatnick Real Estate

Grace Energy

Offshore Financial
Bay Head, NJ

Newport Beach, CA

Canyon Runner

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Lucky Bones Restaurant

Overtemp Marine

Premier Detailing

Miami, FL

Red Bank, NJ

Cape May, NJ

Pennsauken, NJ

Costa Marine
Egg Harbor, NJ

Rio Grande, NJ
Cape May, NJ

Oceanview, NJ

White Marlin - 66 inches • Blue Marlin - 99 inches

These limits apply to the lower jaw-fork length (tip of the lower jaw to the fork of the tail)
of the fish. A billfish under the minimum size must be released by cutting the line near the
hook without removing the fish from the water.
Under no circumstances may a fish not meeting the Federal and/or State minimum size
limits, regardless of weight, be boated and/or brought back to the dock.
South Jersey Tournaments will not be responsible for any fine or penalty incurred by any
angler who boats a billfish or tuna which does not meet the Federal and/or State size limit
requirements or other restrictions. It is the responsibility of the angler to be aware of current
Federal and/or State regulations regarding the catching and/or boating of the various species
of fish eligible in this tournament. Fish which do not meet the Federal and/or State size limit
requirements will not be eligible for prizes, regardless of weight.
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Boca Raton, FL

Oceanview Marine Welding

Federal law prohibits the boating of billfish under
the following size limits:

30

Primary Host Marinas

Pelagic Inc.

Mullica Hill, NJ

Sturdy Bank
Cape May, NJ

In the Event that:

1. Less than three (3) qualifying fish are taken in any category, the unwon prize money will
be proportionally divided among the winners in that category.
2. No qualifying white marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided
among the winners of the blue marlin category.
3. No qualifying blue marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided among
the winners in the white marlin category.
4. No qualifying white or blue marlin is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally
divided among the winners in the tuna category.
5. No qualifying tuna is taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided among the
winners in the marlin categories.
6. No wahoo is taken, the unwon prize money will go to the heaviest dolphin and vice versa.
7. No wahoo or dolphin are taken, the unwon prize money will be equally divided among all winners.
8. No qualifying billfish or tuna is taken, the unwon prize money will be distributed categorically by a drawing among all participating boats.
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Tournament Rules
& Regulations
1.

Registration is by boat rather than by angler. The
Tournament Directors reserve the right to decline
the entry of any boat or crew.

2.

Each registrant must designate their choice of
Official Inlets; Cape May, NJ or Ocean City, MD. Boats
must sail from and return to their designated inlet.
Primary Host Marinas for this event are Canyon Club
Marina, Cape May and Sunset Marina, Ocean City,
MD. Boats with no fish to be weighed may return to
home port after their last day of fishing.

3.

There are five (5) available fishing days for the
tournament. Fishing days for boats entered will
be any three (3) of the available five (5) days,
captains’ choice; no weather committee. The crew
members of each individual boat will be solely
responsible for the decision as to which days to fish.
The Mid-Atlantic $500,000 assumes no liability or
responsibility for any damage or loss.

4.

Each boat must pick two NON-FISHING DAYS
by submitting the official Lay Day Form prior to
11:00 AM on the days selected. Said forms must
be physically delivered by a member of the boat’s
crew to the dockmaster’s office at one of the Host
Marinas. The boat must be dockside when the lay
day is declared. Any boat not submitting the proper
form by the 11:00 AM deadline will be automatically
assumed to be fishing on that day. Boats may not
fish on lay days unless all of their available fish days
have been used. Boats with mechanical problems
or other emergencies may use lay days to arrive late
to the tournament so long as it is with the advance
permission of the Tournament Directors and they
conform with all other rules.

5.

Boundaries for the tournament will be 125 nautical
miles from the Cape May Sea Buoy.

6.

Boats are not permitted to clear the sea buoy at
their designated inlet prior to 4:30 AM.

7.

No lines or bait of any kind may be put into the water until starting time is announced by a Committee
Boat. Starting time is 8:30 AM.

8.

Participants shall comply with I.G.F.A. equipment
and angling rules with the following exceptions: A)
A fish may be hooked by someone other than the
angler provided the rod is immediately transferred
to the angler after hook-up. From that time on, the
angler must fight the fish alone until boated or released; B) Live baiting is not permitted; C) Harpoons, dart gaffs or greensticks are not permitted. The Tournament Directors retain sole authority for interpreting and implementing the I.G.F.A.’s rules.

9.

This is a trolling tournament. While hook-ups accomplished with no headway are permissible if they occur at a time when baits settle while fighting another fish, the use of live bait or stopping and casting or pitching to tailing fish or fish balling bait is not permissible.

10.

There is no limit on the number of lines or teasers.

11.

All billfish boated or released must be reported to a Committee Boat at the time of the catch. Tuna over 100 lbs. should also be reported.

12.

For release purposes, a fish will be considered caught when the mate grabs the leader or the swivel touches the tip of the rod.

13.

Fishing ends each day at 3:30 PM. Any fish hooked prior to the deadline may be played until boated or released, provided that said fish is reported hooked (to a Committee Boat) before the deadline.
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14.

All boats must return to their designated port for weigh-in. Canyon Club Resort Marina is the official weigh-in location for Cape May, NJ. Sunset Marina is the official weigh-in location for
Ocean City, MD.

15.

All eligible fish must be available for weigh-in by 9:00 PM aboard the boat on which they were caught. Fractional weights will be rounded to the nearest pound. Weigh-in begins at 5:00 PM.

16.

For release points to count boats must be dockside by the weigh-in deadline & submit a daily catch report by 9:00 PM at the weigh station or one of the host marinas.

17.

In the event of a tie in the cash prize categories, the prize money will be equally divided among those tying.

18.

In the event of a tie in the point categories, the winner shall be the first boat reaching the winning point accumulation.

19.

Only one day need be fished for the tournament to
be considered official and prizes to be awarded.

20.

In the event of boat disability, contestants may
transfer to another boat not entered in the tournament and may fish in the name of the original, with
prior approval of the Tournament Directors.

21.

Anglers may not switch to another boat nor can
anyone from another boat come aboard to assist in
fighting or boating a fish.

22.

For the purpose of identification, a hatchet marlin
will be considered a white marlin.

23.

In order to be eligible for awards, prizes & calcuttas,
fish must be caught legally by state and federal
regulations under an angling, general or charter/
headboat category permit.

24.

All fish eligible for cash prizes may be subject to
examination by the Tournament Directors, consulting biologists and/or Torrymeter, should there be
any question as to the “freshness” of the catch. It
shall be the responsibility of the participant to keep
all eligible catches in suitable and proper condition until weigh-in. In the event of any disputes
arising from such examination, the decision of the
Tournament Directors shall be final. Polygraph
examination may be required of winning crews.

25.

Allegations of violations of any of the above rules
may be submitted only by an official tournament
registrant and must be submitted in writing on the
day of the alleged infraction. In the event of such
an allegation, the tournament directors will have
the sole and exclusive responsibility to investigate
the alleged incident and to rule as to whether
any violation materially aided the angler, crew, or
vessel, or otherwise affected the outcome of the
tournament. Any subsequent penalty will be solely
at the discretion of the tournament directors and
shall be final. In all cases, registrant and their crews
agree to be bound by the ruling of the tournament
directors.
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A Big Change at the Big Bass Open
October 28-30, 2010

The annual South Jersey Big Bass Open is undergoing some exciting changes as well for
2010 and we think you’ll be excited.
In the past, this tournament
was an American Striper Association (ASA) event which was run
and promoted primarily as a vehicle for their members, although
it was open for anyone to join in
and compete. After meeting with
the ASA over the winter, it has
been decided that South Jersey
Tournaments will produce a new
striper tournament which will
have all of the fun, competitive-

ness and hoopla as other South
Jersey hallmark events. And for
ASA members, you can still gain
points and compete for ASA prizes within this new tournament as
it will be officially sanctioned by
the Association. Mercury Marine
will be the major engine sponsor along with their local affiliate,
Cape Harbor Marine. Other national and regional sponsors will
also be taking part, all of which

will add to the excitement. As of
this writing, plans were still being
finalized, but you can count on a
first class, multi-day event in true
South Jersey Style! Check back
at our website: www.SouthJerseyTournaments.com for details
on the new format, rules, prize
money, etc. We think you’re really
going to like this!
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Tournament Tayls
Meet Taylor Remster

At last year’s Cape May Marlin and Tuna Club awards banquet,
there was one young lady who made several trips across the floor to accept both boat and individual awards. Talking with Taylor Remster
is a joy, and her enthusiasm for sportfishing seems boundless. Taylor is
the daughter of Cathi and Wayne “Bubba” Remster of WKR Builders.
Their boat, the Miss Edna Jane is named after Taylor’s grandmother,
and is a regular at local tournaments. No doubt, Taylor will be a fixture
on the Mid-Atlantic tournament trail for many years to come, and our
sport will be in good hands with the likes of “Tayls” Remster out there!
Taylor, what awards did you received at the Cape May Marlin and
Tuna Club’s banquet this year?
I received two individual awards. First, there was
the award for my 35 pound striper that I caught at
the Fall Striper Tournament this year. And I won
the Junior Angler award for another Heaviest Striper, this time, a 41.5 pounder! My Dad also had me
pickup our boat awards.
How many tournaments did you
fish last year?
I fished five tournaments, two fall striper tournaments, two ladies tournaments and then last year, for
the first time, I fished the Mid-Atlantic $500,000.

Have you won any money yet?
Yes I have. In addition to the two plaques I received at the Club’s banquet, I received $750 after the
striper tournament.
Was there any experience that
really stood out during this
tournament season?
My Dad got this big, huge plastic check for his
2nd heaviest Mako during last year’s South Jersey
Shark Tournament. My friends and I carried it back
across the bridge and all the cars were honking at us.
Tell us about the crew you usually fish with?
There’s my Dad, of course, his mate, my Mom, her
friends and my dad’s regular guys. It’s quite the experience fishing with this crew, let me tell you!
Do you have a favorite non-fishing story that you can share
with us?
Once, when I was younger I was scuba diving in
the Bahamas and I was attacked by several small fish.
These little fish surrounded my head and attached
themselves to the ends of all my hair braids. To this
day, I don’t know if it was the shiny beads that attracted them or if the braids actually looked like lunch!
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Tournament Tayls, cont.
Is there any tournament that stands out from the others?
That’s easy, the Mid-Atlantic $500,000, because I enjoy all the festivities of that week. I also like the competition and excitement because you never know what is going to happen.
How often during the season do you get out fishing?
I usually get out 12 to 15 times during the season, weather permitting. My Dad won’t take me if
the weather is bad.
What is your favorite fish to
catch?
I love catching stripers because they put up such
a fun fight.
Ok final question, how did you
get the nickname “Tayls”?
Let’s say its short for Taylor and leave it at that.
(Ed: Seems there’s another story out there somewhere!)
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Talking Common Sense
with Clint Clement
by Mark Allen

This winter I wandered down to “Murderer’s Row” (the nickname for South Jersey’s
charter fleet) to talk with Clint Clement about the 2nd place shark he caught during
the 2009 Shark Tournament. I thought a story about one of our charter boats bringing
in a money fish during that tournament was a story worth telling. But Clint is a common sense kind of guy and we ended up spending most of our time talking about the
business of chartering. After all, it’s been his life for well over 20 years.

Clint is a man who
comes right to the point,
“The Row is about a
lot more than just fishing! We do lighthouse
tours, memorial services,
and cruises to nowhere.
Heck, we’ll even take
birders offshore. Some of
my best customers fish with me
in the fall after they’ve put their
boats on the beach for the winter.”
Clint and his Common Sense
have been a fixture on the “Row”
for the past seven years, having migrated here from Avalon.
Clint started his chartering career
aboard Charlie Johnson’s Salty
Dog and spent his first 15 years
in Avalon. He moved to South
Jersey Marina primarily for the
visibility. According to Clint, vis-

ibility is the key to a successful
charter business.
“Visibility is great on the
“Row.” Clint continued, “And
the fish cleaning truck is a big
help in that regard too! Tourists like to stop by and see what’s
been caught, and then you have a
chance to meet potential customers. People want information, and
you have to know how to talk to
them.” According to Clint, it’s
best to “Be polite, informative

and have a positive attitude when you’re talking
to people who might be
your customers. A little
cooperation when it
comes to make-ups and
bite information, and
an information booth
wouldn’t hurt, either.”
With a slight smile, Clint added,
“Characters! Tourists really like
characters. You know a guy like
Pop who sits on a bench and tells
stories. That’s an attraction.”
According to Clint, approximately half of his customers are
repeat customers. “I get a lot of
son-father-grandfather
action.
The others are “walk-on’s,” or people he had never met before they
chartered with him. Clint continued, “We’re getting a lot of Cana-
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Common Sense, cont.

dians, more than ever before.”
Mostly, Clint runs the Common Sense on charter trips close
to shore. “I find that I can do two,
four-hour trips in a day. Plus, by
coming in at noon and displaying
the morning’s catch, I can work
the docks and generate some
more business.”
It’s no surprise that Clint
Clement sounds like a businessman, he is! In addition to being
a successful charter captain, he is
part owner of a busy canvas business called, appropriately, Canvas
Creations, that he runs with his
wife, Linda, and a partner Scott
Beck. When Clint and Linda can’t
be found at the shop or running a
charter out of the “Row” they can
often be found at their home near
Quepos in Costa Rica slamming
grouper, tile, snook or roosterfish.
Finally, we got around to talking about this year’s Shark Tournament. “We fish the Shark Tour-
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nament for ourselves, just the
owners,” Clint explained. “It was
me, Scott Beck, Linda and Buddy Zimmerman did the cranking. The other owner, Don Bates,
didn’t go out with us, but we made
sure he was in Charlie’s picture at
the scales.” It was Day Three of the
tournament and the crew on the
Common Sense hadn’t had much

luck, and they were thinking they
might get skunked. Clint continued, “We had just moved off the
Jacob Jones and were setting up
on the Northern Pacific when this
big thresher swam right through
our outside baits and took a sardine up close.” Clint still laughs
when he describes the action in
the cockpit. “Buddy worked that
big fish for an hour and a half; he
was using a 50W and stood up the
whole time. He did a good job.
But getting that big fish into the
boat, that was the hard part!”
But they did get it in the boat
and finally back to the scales. “I
knew it was a big fish, but I didn’t
know how big until Chris pulled it
up on the scales.” Clint’s thresher
was the biggest fish for about 20
minutes until Steve King showed
up in his Fat Cat with a fish that
was 23 pounds heavier, and the
tournament’s heaviest fish. The
disappointment is still in Clint’s
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Common Sense, cont.
voice, “Yeah, we were in for the big money for all of 20 minutes. But $29,000 wasn’t too bad, was it?”
Clint has been fishing the Common Sense since 2001. He rescued the all wooden Post from a Philadelphia
salvage yard in 1999 and then spent the next two years rebuilding her from the gunnels up. She’s perfect for
Clint’s typical charter profile. Since he rarely runs offshore, the 5.9 Cummins furnishes a fuel efficient ride at
a comfortable 20 knots while burning just 16 gallons per hour. Like I said earlier, this is a smart businessman,
as well as a hell of a good fisherman.
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IGFA Rules

The following angling rules have been formulated by the International Game Fish Association to promote ethical
and sporting angling practices, to establish uniform regulations for the compilation of world game fish records, and to
provide basic angling guidelines for use in fishing tournaments and any other group angling activities.
The word “angling” is defined as catching or attempting to catch fish with a rod, reel, line, and hook as outlined
in the international angling rules. There are some aspects of angling that cannot be controlled through rule making,
however. Angling regulations cannot insure an outstanding performance from each fish, and world records cannot
indicate the amount of difficulty in catching the fish. Captures in which the fish has not fought or has not had a chance
to fight do not reflect credit on the fisherman, and only the angler can properly evaluate the degree of achievement
in establishing the record.
Only fish caught in accordance with IGFA international angling rules, and within the intent of these rules, will be
considered for world records.
Following are the rules for freshwater and saltwater fishing and a separate set of rules for fly fishing.
RULES FOR FISHING IN FRESH AND SALT WATER
Equipment Regulations
A. LINE
1. Monofilament, multifilament, and lead core multifilament lines may be used. For line classes, see World Record
Requirements.
2. Wire lines are prohibited.
B. LINE BACKING
1. Backing not attached to the fishing line is permissible with no restrictions as to size or material.
2. If the fishing line is attached to the backing, the catch shall be classified under the heavier of the two lines. The backing may not exceed the 130 lb (60 kg) line class and must be of a type of line approved for use in these angling rules.
C. DOUBLE LINE
The use of a double line is not required. If one is used, it must meet the following specifications:
1. A double line must consist of the actual line used to catch the fish.
2. Double lines are measured from the start of the knot, braid, roll or splice making the double to the farthermost end
of the knot, splice, snap, swivel or other device used for securing the trace, leader, lure or hook to the double line.
Saltwater species: In all line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg), the double line shall be limited to 15
feet (4.57 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 20 feet (6.1 meters).
The double line on all classes of tackle over 20 lb (10 kg) shall be limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 40 feet (12.19 meters).
Freshwater species: The double line on all classes of tackle shall not exceed 6 feet (1.82 meters). The combined
length of the double line and the leader shall not exceed 10 feet (3.04 meters).
D. LEADER
The use of a leader is not required. If one is used, it must meet the following specifications:
The length of the leader is the overall length including any lure, hook arrangement or other device, and is
measured to the bend of the last hook. The leader must be connected to the line with a snap, knot, splice, swivel
or other device. Holding devices are prohibited. There are no regulations regarding the material or strength of
the leader.
Saltwater species: In all line classes up to and including 20 lb (10 kg), the leader shall be limited to 15 feet
(4.57 meters). The combined length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 20 feet (6.1 meters).
The leader on all classes of tackle over 20 lb (10 kg) shall be limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). The combined
length of the double line and leader shall be limited to 40 feet (12.19 meters).
Freshwater species: The leader on all classes of tackle shall be limited to 6 feet (1.82 meters). The combined
length of the double line and leader shall not exceed 10 feet (3.04 meters).
E. ROD
1. Rods must comply with sporting ethics and customs. Considerable latitude is allowed in the choice of a rod, but
rods giving the angler an unfair advantage will be disqualified. This rule is intended to eliminate the use of unconventional rods.
2. The rod tip must be a minimum of 40 inches (101.6 cm) in length. The rod butt cannot exceed 27 inches (68.58 cm)
in length. These measurements must be made from a point directly beneath the center of the reel. A curved butt
is measured in a straight line. When the rod butt is placed in a gimbal, the measurement from the center of the
reel seat to the pivot point of the gimbal can be no more than 27 inches. (The above measurements do not apply
to surfcasting rods.)
F. REEL
1. Reels must comply with sporting ethics and customs.
2. Power driven reels of any kind are prohibited. This includes motor, hydraulic, or electrically driven reels, and any
device that gives the angler an unfair advantage.
3. Ratchet handle reels are prohibited.
4. Reels designed to be cranked with both hands at the same time are prohibited.
G. HOOKS FOR BAIT FISHING
1. For live or dead bait fishing no more than two single hooks may be used. Both must be firmly imbedded in or
securely attached to the bait. The eyes of the hooks must be no less than a hook’s length (the length of the largest
hook used) apart and no more than 18 inches (45.72 cm) apart. The only exception is that the point of one hook
may be passed through the eye of the other hook. Hooks may not precede bait, lure or bait/lure combo by more
than one hook's length.
2. The use of a dangling or swinging hook is prohibited. Double or treble hooks are prohibited.
3. A two-hook rig for bottom fishing is acceptable if it consists of two single hooks on separate leaders or drops.
Both hooks must be imbedded in the respective baits and separated sufficiently so that a fish caught on one hook
cannot be foul-hooked by the other.
4. A photograph or sketch of the hook arrangement must accompany all record applications made for fish caught on
two-hook tackle.
H. HOOKS AND LURES
1. When using an artificial lure with a skirt or trailing material, no more than two single hooks may be attached to
the line, leader, or trace. The hooks need not be attached separately. The eyes of the hooks must be no less than
an overall hook’s length (the overall length of the largest hook used) apart and no more than 12 inches (30.48
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cm) apart. The only exception is that the point of one hook may be passed through the eye of the other hook. The
trailing hook may not extend more than a hook’s length beyond the skirt of the lure. Hooks may not precede bait,
lure or bait/lure combo by more than one hook's length. A photograph or sketch showing the hook arrangement
must accompany a record application.
2. Gang hooks are permitted when attached to plugs and other artificial lures that are specifically designed for this
use. Gang hooks must be free swinging and shall be limited to a maximum of three hooks (single, double, or
treble, or a combination of any three). Baits may not be used with gang hooks. A photograph or sketch of the plug
or lure must be submitted with record applications.
I. OTHER EQUIPMENT
1. Fighting chairs may not have any mechanically propelled devices that aid the angler in fighting a fish.
2. Gimbals must be free swinging, which includes gimbals that swing in a vertical plane only. Any gimbal that allows
the angler to reduce strain or to rest while fighting the fish is prohibited.
3. Gaffs and nets used to boat or land a fish must not exceed 8 feet (2.44 meters) in overall length. In using a flying
or detachable gaff the rope may not exceed 30 feet (9.14 meters). The gaff rope must be measured from the point
where it is secured to the detachable head to the other end. Only the effective length will be considered. If a fixed
head gaff is used, the same limitations shall apply and the gaff rope shall be measured from the same location on
the gaff hook. Only a single hook is permitted on any gaff. Harpoon or lance attachments are prohibited. Tail ropes
are limited to 30 feet (9.14 meters). (When fishing from a bridge, pier, or other high platform or structure, this
length limitation does not apply.)
4. Entangling devices, either with or without a hook, are prohibited and may not be used for any purpose including
baiting, hooking, fighting, or landing the fish.
5. Outriggers, downriggers, spreader bars and kites are permitted to be used provided that the actual fishing line is
attached to the snap or other release device, either directly or with some other material. The leader or double line
may not be connected to the release mechanism either directly or with the use of a connecting device. Spreader
bars are also acceptable when used strictly as a teaser.
6. Daisy chains, birds, floats and similar devices may only be used if they do not unfairly hamper or inhibit the normal
swimming or fighting ability of the fish, thereby giving the angler or crew an unfair advantage in fighting, landing
or boating the fish.
7. A safety line may be attached to the rod provided that it does not in any way assist the angler in fighting the fish.
Angling Regulations
1. From the time that a fish strikes or takes a bait or lure, the angler must hook, fight, and land or boat the fish
without the aid of any other person, except as provided in these regulations.
2. If a rod holder is used and a fish strikes or takes the bait or lure, the angler must remove the rod from the holder
as quickly as possible. The intent of this rule is that the angler shall strike and hook the fish with the rod in hand.
3. In the event of a multiple strike on separate lines being fished by a single angler, only the first fish fought by the
angler will be considered for a world record.
4. If a double line is used, the intent of the regulations is that the fish will be fought on the single line most of the
time that it takes to land the fish.
5. A harness may be attached to the reel or rod, but not to the fighting chair. The harness may be replaced or adjusted
by a person other than the angler.
6. Use of a rod belt or waist gimbal is permitted.
7. When angling from a boat, once the leader is brought within the grasp of the mate, or the end of the leader is
wound to the rod tip, more than one person is permitted to hold the leader. Anyone assisting a shore-bound or
wading angler must be within a rod's length of the angler before touching the leader or netting or gaffing the fish.
8. One or more gaffers may be used in addition to persons holding the leader. The gaff handle must be in hand when
the fish is gaffed.
9. The angling and equipment regulations shall apply until the fish is weighed.
The following acts will disqualify a catch:
1. Failure to comply with equipment or angling regulations.
2. The act of persons other than the angler in touching any part of the rod, reel, or line (including the double line)
either bodily or with any device, from the time a fish strikes or takes the bait or lure, until the fish is either landed
or released, or in giving any aid other than that allowed in the rules and regulations. If an obstacle to the passage
of the line through the rod guides has to be removed from the line, then the obstacle (whether chum, floatline,
rubber band, or other material) shall be held and cut free. Under no circumstances should the line be held or
touched by anyone other than the angler during this process.
3. Resting the rod in a rod holder, on the gunwale of the boat, or any other object while playing the fish.
4. Handlining or using a handline or rope attached in any manner to the angler’s line or leader for the purpose of
holding or lifting the fish.
5. Shooting, harpooning, or lancing any fish (including sharks and halibuts) at any stage of the catch.
6. Chumming with or using as bait the flesh, blood, skin, or any part of mammals other than hair or pork rind used
in lures designed for trolling or casting.
7. Using a boat or device to beach or drive a fish into shallow water in order to deprive the fish of its normal ability to swim.
8. Changing the rod or reel while the fish is being played.
9. Splicing, removing, or adding to the line while the fish is being played.
10. Intentionally foul-hooking a fish.
11. Catching a fish in a manner that the double line never leaves the rod tip.
12. Using a size or kind of bait that is illegal to possess.
13. Attaching the angler’s line or leader to part of a boat or other object for the purpose of holding or lifting the fish.
14. If a fish escapes before gaffing or netting and is recaptured by any method other than as outlined in the angling rules.
The following situations will disqualify a catch:
1. When a rod breaks (while the fish is being played) in a manner that reduces the length of the tip below minimum
dimensions or severely impairs its angling characteristics.
2. Mutilation to the fish, prior to landing or boating the catch, caused by sharks, other fish, mammals, or propellers
that remove or penetrate the flesh. (Injuries caused by leader or line, scratches, old healed scars or regeneration
deformities are not considered to be disqualifying injuries.) Any mutilation on the fish must be shown in a photograph and fully explained in a separate report accompanying the record application.
3. When a fish is hooked or entangled on more than one line.

Rules are current as of 4/29/2009.
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Common Sense Outfitting

by Chris Booth, South Jersey Marina Dockmaster & Ships’Store Manager

When it comes to choosing
equipment for your boat, obviously, there are several things you
should consider; most of which
revolve around budget, need and
performance.
There is so much equipment,
gadgetry and gizmos out there
that you can easily end up pulling your hair out trying to make
up your mind what you need. Let
common sense be your guide.
Let’s start with budget. You
need to determine how you plan
to use your boat. Are you a
cruiser, fisherman, weekender? Common sense dictates that you don’t need to
spend $50,000 for an electronics
package if you’re predominantly
an inshore boater who overnights
at the dock on weekends. Too
many times, an owner will load
up his boat with equipment that
never gets touched. Sure, it looks
nice, but why pay for something
you’re never going to use? On the
other hand, we’ve all heard stories
of people needing to be rescued
because they never should have
been where they were, or doing
what they were doing. It is that
simple; your budget needs to fit
the type of boating you do.
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If you under-equip, there are certain activities you shouldn’t be involved in and places
you shouldn’t be going.
As far as need goes, there are several factors that you have to decide on as
well, which again, rely on common sense.
How far will I be going? How long am
I going for? Why am I going? Is there
even a remote chance I’ll hit rough
weather? These are just a few of the
things you need to consider. Equip
your boat for your needs. If you
are one of the many people that
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Outfitting, cont.
like to be prepared just in case you
decide to do something new or
different with your boat, the one
thing you don’t want to do when
pondering these questions is limit
yourself. If that’s a possibility, the
more equipment you buy upfront,
the more prepared you’ll be and
the better deal you’re likely to get.
Performance. Ahhh, performance! This is where it gets fun.
The old adage, you get what you
pay for, in my opinion at least,
holds true when outfitting a boat.
For example: you’re offshore
fighting a big fish. That inexpensive fighting chair that you’re sitting in looks pretty, feels okay, but
then - bang! You just lost the fish,
the rod, the reel and your pride
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because the gimble on it was a
cheap knock-off casting from a
quality chair. When you look over
it a little more carefully, you also
discover that the footrest legs are
sporting a bend that wasn’t there
when you left the dock.
Reliable performance of essential equipment is the most important aspect of outfitting because
your happiness, stress level, and
maybe even your life may depend
on it. Having a malfunction is not
only irritating, it can be downright dangerous. Buying inferior
items will almost always end up
biting you in the ass.
Whether its electronics, life
saving gear or other necessities
for your type of boating, do the
research. Don’t be afraid to ask for

opinions from people who have
extensive experience in using the
type of equipment you’re considering. Buy good, reliable, proven
gear that will give you the utmost
confidence to enjoy your time on
the water.
And just one more thing…
Buy a life raft! This is probably the
most important piece of outfitting
you should have. Buy one that will
handle everyone you may have on
board, and most importantly, buy
a quality one. And keep it inspected. This is not an area where you
want to play the odds! The fact
is, inshore or offshore; you never
know when you may need it. And
when that moment comes, your
life and the lives of others will depend on it!
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Strictly Jersey

A New and Different Kind of Boat Show!

If it’s a good thing to exceed
expectations, then the first day of
the Strictly Jersey Boat Show had
to be counted among those “good
things.” This new boat show designed and hosted by the marketing team at South Jersey Marina,
and launched during difficult economic times, was well attended
by several hundred well qualified
boat buyers on it’s opening day and
thousands over its three day run.
What is it? We’ll use the present tense because Strictly Jersey
is destined to become an annual
event. Strictly Jersey is designed
to be a unique boat show for three
main reasons. First of all, as its
name implies it is a show composed of manufacturers and dealers, exclusively from New Jersey.
From Sandy Hook Yacht Sales
in the north, and Riverside Yacht
Sales in the West, some 25 dealers and manufactures converged
on South Jersey Marina for this
inaugural event. Secondly, Strictly
Jersey was marketed exclusively to
New Jersey’s boating population.
And third, the show was designed
to not only accommodate, but to
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encourage, sea trials.
On land, over 30 marine
equipment and services suppliers exhibited inside of a
6000 square foot event tent.
From electronics, to engines,
services, and marine art, everything pointed to a common
passion, boating. This is not the
place to buy Sham Wow’s!
On Saturday, the “Sold at
Strictly Jersey” signs began ap-

pearing. This was the first clear
indication that the fundamental
goal of the show had been realized - boats were being sold! A
robust flow of potential buyers
flooded the marina from
the gate opening until well
past closing. According to
Show Manager, Mark Allen, “The overcast skies, occasional showers and cool
temperatures may have
helped us out. Nobody was
at the beach, mowing grass,

gardening or cleaning their boats.
They were at Strictly Jersey.
Another unique feature of this
Show was the fact that the Show
Team furnished a complimentary

continental breakfast, hot coffee all day, and a light lunch for
both exhibitors and attendees. An
across the street neighbor, The
Copper Fish restaurant, provided
an added treat by bringing samples of their tortellini and scallops
in cheese sauce. Wow, was that
good!

On Saturday, the “Sold at
Strictly Jersey” signs began
appearing.
www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

Strictly Jersey, cont.
Parking, always a challenge in Cape May, was eased by
both Lucky Bones and the Lobster House Restaurants, who
opened their parking lots for Strictly Jersey attendees. Both
Keith and Dave reported a sharp “up-tick” in their traffic,
thanks to this arrangement. The deSatnicks, of deSatnick’s
Window Fashions, were kind enough to open up their empty lot for Exhibitor Parking. Thanks to them, parking wasn’t
much of an obstacle at all.
Saturday’s attendees overwhelmingly expressed their approval of the show layout, vessel
selection, and hospitality displayed
by the entire “Landing.” One captain was heard commenting, “I’ve
never been to a boat show where I
was given free entry, a gift bag and
lunch!” “Better than the big shows
I usually attend,” was another
comment, and “I don’t miss all
the tire-kickers. Everybody here
is a boater; it’s like we’re one big
family,” was a commonly shared
sentiment.
Water and land-based exhibitors alike commented on the caliber of the attendees. According
to Norm McLeod, an electronics
representative, “I spoke with fewer people than in a big boat show,
but the people I spoke with were
true boaters and potential customers.”
As exhibitors began breaking
down on Sunday, virtually every
one expressed their appreciation
for the opportunity to promote
their vessels and products at an
event attended by qualified customers. Most summed up their
satisfaction by asking, “Are you
going to do this again next year?
Because if you are, we’re in!”
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Cover Me: You have Insurance...
but are You Covered?
by Jeff Merrill

Boat insurance is a lot like a life jacket - you’re always glad you have it,
but hope you never need to use it.
But, unlike a life jacket where it’s easy to understand its purpose and
use, boat insurance is often confusing for many as terms and language can
often leave one wondering whether they’re covered or not. We decided to
pick the brain of one of the real pros in the marine insurance business for
some feedback on questions some boat owners may have with regard to
their boat’s policy. Eric McDowell is Executive Vice President of Christi
Insurance Group and is a familiar face around our marinas and tournaments. With over 20 years in the boating industry, Eric offers a wealth of
knowledge and experience in area of marine insurance.
Insuring your boat
Regardless of the boat’s size or
value, several factors need to be
taken into consideration when selecting an insurance carrier. Word
of mouth from friends with policies
written or claim experience with a
broker or company can be helpful,
though that alone shouldn’t be a
determining factor. “The financial
stability and rating of the insurance carrier as well as experience
in the marine market should also
be considered,” says Eric. “Standard and Poor’s and A.M. Best are
two excellent resources for locating
insurance company ratings.” Ratings are indicated by letter with
an ‘A++’ being the highest rating
though Eric notes only carriers
with a rating of ‘A’ or better should
be considered. He also says if a
general insurance company is being considered, inquire if they have
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a division that specifically handles
boats and yachts.
Though a vessel’s state or country of registration/documentation has no impact on the cost
of a premium, the location of its
mooring/dockage plays an important part in determining the cost.
“Typically the further south you
dock or store the boat, the higher
the premium,” Eric noted, adding that “where the boat is located
during hurricane season will impact the premium.” The primary
operator of the vessel is seldom
an issue as most insurance policies are written to cover all operators of a vessel. According to Eric,
“Usually a policy will cover the
vessel regardless of who may be at
the wheel. The exception would be
when a Named Operator Policy is
written where all operators of the
vessel must be listed and approved

by the carrier prior to operating
the vessel. In this instance the insurance company may want control of who operates the vessel and
usually this occurs with a Lloyd’s
of London policy for a large yacht
or when a high performance vessel is insured.” Even if the vessel
is not used for charter there are a
number of insurance companies
which put a specific clause in the
policy requiring a licensed captain
be either fully employed or aboard
the vessel during all navigation.
“It’s strongly recommended that
with any requirement of a fulltime captain, the insured be very
clear on the wording of the policy,” explains Eric.
Part of the fun of owning a
boat is exploring other areas to
fish and today many boats spend
a significant part of the year away
from their home port, even outwww.OnTheRipMagazine.com

Are You Covered, cont.
side their home country. Travel
to Florida and The Bahamas is
quite common, but if you decide
to embark on such a trip are you
covered? “Often when a vessel is
taken outside the USA, except
for The Bahamas, many insurance companies will require a
full-time captain or crew to be
with the vessel,” notes Eric, adding travel to another country may
require some homework by the
policy holder. “Be sure your policy
carries an endorsement for the
country you’re planning to navigate,” he says, noting that even
though most policies will normally include the coastal waters
of the United States and The Bahamas, countries outside of those
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areas are not usually covered by
most carriers. “Endorsements for
most areas can be added but will
require an additional expense to
obtain coverage.”
Today’s sportfishing vessels
are getting larger and traveling to
distant ports is also becoming the
norm. Part of the thrill of owning a mega-sportfishmen is the
dream of exploring distant waters with the hope of catching the
fish of a lifetime. “Some of these
locales often lie off the coasts of
nations which are not, shall we
say, warm to the Stars and Stripes.
Here too, it’s best to know before
you go. There are countries on the
prohibited list and often an insurance carrier will not grant permission or provide coverage to visit,

even for an additional premium,”
says Eric. Cuba, Colombia and
Haiti are but a few of the countries that prohibit visitors by boat
and Venezuela is also now on the
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Are You Covered, cont.
prohibited list of some carriers. If
in doubt, check with your carrier
or broker and be sure to obtain
written documentation indicating
a waiver has been granted and insurance coverage will be provided
to the specific country.
As with most types of insurance, a deductible applies with
boat insurance, which requires the
policyholder to absorb a portion of
the damage costs. Deductibles are
pretty consistent across the industry and range from 1% - 2% of the
insured value of the vessel – even
on small boats. Deductibles as
low as 1/2% can also be obtained,
though as with any insurance
policy, the lower the deductible,
the higher the premium. Eric was
also quick to note that once again,
location of the vessel plays a role
in determining the deductible.
Vessels docked, moored or stored
from North Carolina southward
will have a higher Named Wind
Storm deductible than those to
the north.
Those who decide to employ a
full-time crew, whether for charter or personal use also need additional coverage for their employ-
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ees. “Be sure the policy includes
Jones Act coverage,” says Eric,
pointing out that this is essentially Worker’s Compensation for individuals employed as captain and
crew. He also notes protection and
indemnity coverage must be provided for the captain and crew if
you plan on chartering the vessel.
For part-time charter boats, many
companies now offer coverage for
a limited number of charter trips,
often up to 25 days per year.

Many of us who keep our boats
local are stretching the season
even longer into the fall and early
winter, so it’s important to determine if your policy has a designated lay-up period. Most small boats
don’t have this clause because the
premiums are relatively small and
the cost for the time and effort involved with extending a policy on
the vessel with a lay-up clause, can

often be more than the cost of the
extension. For vessels requiring
a lay-up period it’s essential that
the policy holder is aware of the
timing of the lay-up and abide by
its requirements and also to determine whether the vessel requires
a land-based lay-up or can be left
afloat and decommissioned.
In this day and age of greenthis and green-that where everyone has become more environmentally conscience, pollution
spills from fuel, oil, waste or other
materials used and stored aboard
the boat often raise questions
about pollution coverage. “Today,
most policies include coverage for
clean-up from accidental spills of
waste and fuel,” says Eric.
In closing it’s important to
note that unlike automobile insurance here in New Jersey, unless
a boat is financed, it’s not required
by law to have insurance - liability
or otherwise. Regardless of whom
you may choose to underwrite
your vessel, having enough protection and indemnity too not
only cover your investment but
also your other assets as well is
strongly advised. Anything less is
like playing Russian roulette.
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Triple Double-Headers
Aboard the Triple Crown
by Dan “Moose”Shustack

I’ve always heard that Cape May’s white marlin bite
can be white hot during September. I guess that’s why Dan
Borislow’s Triple Crown has become a fixture at South Jersey
Marina in the fall for many years. This year I got a chance to
experience it for myself.
Captain Jon Brant came in and
asked if anyone wanted to go fishing the next day; he didn’t have to
ask twice. Some of the other guys
changed their minds overnight but
not me, I was stoked. We threw off
our lines just after 6:00 A.M., and headed toward the Poor Man’s around
100 the fathom line. There were just four of us. Jon was at the helm, of
course. He also manned the camera. Then there was the mate, Billy, who
everyone calls “Yeti,” Dan O’Neill, and me.
Jon’s spread was simple, but effective. While pulling four teasers, the
starboard lower teaser was a double ballyhoo dredge with mylar skirts; the
port was a double mullet dredge. The top starboard teaser was a Hawaiian
Eye and a ballyhoo daisy chain, while the port was a pink and green squid
daisy chain. He set up swimming ballyhoo with circle hooks for bait.
Jon put us on marlin all day. When he saw the birds, that’s where he
headed. Before long we could see the marlin cutting and as we got closer
we saw that they were balling bait. All together we caught eight out of
fifteen white marlin, with many more in
the spread that did not eat just to keep us
on our toes. We had three double headers
and two singles.
The saying goes that “A picture is
worth a thousand words” so I’m going to
fill in the rest of this story with pictures.
But I’ve got to say that the Triple Crown,
a Hines Farley 66, is a terrific boat. And
Jon Brant is an awesome Captain. It was
a trip I’ll always remember.
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Birds as Scouts (an excerpt)
from Tom Gilmore’s Tuna on the Fly
Having spent over two decades
as president of the New Jersey
Audubon Society, I’ve always been
fascinated by the interconnectedness of species in our natural
world. Take the unlikely relationship that fish and birds have developed - two of my favorite fauna
have given me many a rewarding
day at sea.
Many species of seabird follow
the migratory routes of baitfish,
and seabirds can be a great help to
anglers in locating bait and game
fish. What are seabirds? Peter
Harrison, author of Seabirds: An
Identification Guide defines them
as “a species whose normal habitat
and food source is the sea, whether they are coastal, offshore, or pelagic.” Such species as gulls, terns,
cormorants,
petrels,
shearwaters,
pelicans,
and gannets
would fall
under this
definition of
seabirds.
On
a
clear day you can see flocks of
birds at great distances over the
water with the naked eye, but you
can increase your likelihood of
success by scanning the horizon
with a good pair of binoculars.
And more and more offshore cap-

tains are starting to use their radar units to track seabirds. That’s
a real testament to how important
birds can be in locating fish. A
flock of birds has more eyes and
can quickly cover more area than
an angler can on foot or even in a
boat. When birds spot predators
pushing bait on top, they do their
damnedest to stay with them.
Keep in mind that we recreational anglers fish for
sport; seabirds fish
to survive.
It’s
important
to observe bird behavior carefully,
looking for any clues that they are
onto something. A bird’s sudden
turn, change of direction, or dip
toward the surface can be a signal that fish
are
present. Birds
flying low
and fast are
most likely
following
high-speed
fish such as
tuna. Birds
circling and dropping down over
the water are more than likely
hovering over slower-moving fish
like bass or blues. If birds fly past
you or leave to go to another spot
it often pays to follow their lead.
While a single bird is not as

obvious as a large flock of birds,
anglers should be aware that even
one bird can broadcast the presence of game fish below. Captain
Steve Bellefleur was the first to
clue me in to the fact that a lone
bird will follow an individual fish,
waiting for
it to drive
bait to the
surface.
When
there is no visible
surface action, he has
often accurately predicted a hookup by the
movement of a single bird
that appeared to be shadowing
my fly but was actually over
the fish.
Learning the important seabird species that frequent
your favorite fishing areas will help you predict the
size and perhaps even the species
of baitfish present. Let’s take a
look at some of the more common
seabirds that can serve as scouts.
The near shore rips at the mouth
of Long Island Sound
are a favorite fishing spot of mine.
A series of islands squeeze
down
all
the water
flowing
in and
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Birds as Scouts, cont.
out of the sound, which creates many famous food
funnels like the Race, Plum Gut, and the Sluiceway.
These islands serve as breeding grounds for thousands
of gulls. They also provide some of the most important tern habitat in the world, including the largest
breeding colony of roseate terns in North America
and one of the largest colonies of common terns in
the tri-state region. There are
so many birds looking for
food in this region that it’s
hard for me to recall a time
when I found fish here before
the birds did.
It is important for an angler to be able to distinguish
between the feeding strategies of gulls and terns. Terns Double Crested Cormorant
are sleeker and more stream-

lined than gulls, and they have forked tails and pointed bills. Terns are relatively small seabirds, so they
tend to target small baits like silversides, sand eels,
and bay anchovy. When terns are actively feeding, it’s
a good idea to search the water with your smaller flies.
Gulls are trash hounds, typically seen around dumpsters rooting for leftovers. They eat almost anything,
and they like their meals big. They feed on crabs in
the shallows and have adapted well to our man-made environment, learning to drop
clams on hard sand, nearby
streets, parking lots, and even
the roofs of shore homes to
crack open their meal.
Despite their junkyarddog attitude, they are my
favorite scouts. Most species
of seabirds can catch fish on
Tom Gilmore & Tuna on the Fly.

Tom Gilmore, as President of New Jersey
Audubon, is a man whose vocation for over 25
years has been defined by protecting New Jersey’s
avian population and habitats, but it soon becomes obvious that Tom’s passion is as much in the
water as flying above it. It’s no surprise that Tom
is a published author, however what is surprising is that all three of his books are about fishing,
fly fishing to be more specific. And when he talks
about the topic of his most recent book, Tom Gilmore can barely sit still.
Tom can talk at length about all aspects of fishing ranging from fly fishing
to tournament fishing, from high end optics like the gyro stabilized binoculars,
to important topics such as habitat preservation and species conservation. But
always, Tom comes back to tuna fishing. His latest book is called Tuna on the
Fly. The book in general provides both an entertaining and educational read.
It includes comprehensive details on the equipment, preparation and mindset
necessary if one is going to attempt deep sea fly fishing. Tom focuses on the three
primary species of tuna: blackfin, yellowfin and Atlantic bluefin. His adventures take the reader from New England to the Gulf of Mexico and out to the
Bahamas. His final chapter addresses the urgent challenge of conservation of
tuna in general and the Atlantic bluefin in particular.
Tuna on the Fly is available locally at the New Jersey Audubon bookstore
located at the Nature Center of Cape May on Cape May Harbor. Look for
the bright blue roofed tower. If you haven’t read Tuna on the Fly, you might
want to do so. It’s likely that you will learn something about tuna that you
didn’t know before; something that will make your next trip more successful.
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Birds as Scouts, cont.
their own by diving like a tern or
gannet or swimming underwater
like a loon or cormorant. Gulls
can’t dive or swim underwater,
so they need predators to drive
baitfish to the surface or onto
the beach. The
presence
of
feeding terns,
gannets, loons,
and
cormoGreat Black Backed Gull
rants indicates
the presence of
bait, but not necessarily predators.
But when you find clouds of tightly packed gulls screaming and flying low over the water, you’ve hit
pay dirt: Gulls signal the presence
of prey and predators alike.
Gull identification can be extremely
difficult
due to the vast
number of plumages. It is one of birding’s most complex
challenges, and I
know of several
skilled birders that
will tell you flat out,
“I don’t do gulls.”
From the angler’s
point of view, you Tern with hook
need to know only
two things: Large gulls feed on
large baits and small gulls feed on
small baits.
Gulls vary greatly in size, as
do the prey species they feed on.
Large gulls like the great blackbacked gull reach a height of 30
inches. They feed on crabs, clams,
and bigger baitfish like bunker

and herring. At the other end of
the scale are the tiny Bonaparte’s
gull at 13 inches and the little gull
at 11 inches. These gulls feed on
small baits like bay anchovy and
silversides. Down at Harkers Island, North Carolina, during the
fall false albacore run, I have seen
flocks of Bonaparte’s gulls so tight
to water over bait balls and busting albies that we couldn’t cast toward the fish for fear of hooking
these beautiful little birds.
Cormorants are strong underwater swimmers and efficient fish
eating machines. They don’t need
predators to drive bait to them.
They can fish very well on their
own. Since they don’t need help
from predator fish, they aren’t reliable game-fish scouts. What you
can learn from cormorants is the type
and amount of bait
present.
Study how long
they stay underwater on each dive.
If it’s a short dive,
they’ve most likely
caught a fish and
bait is likely plentiful. A long dive
indicates they are
searching for food and bait is
likely scarce. Observe these seabirds carefully as they come back
up to the surface. You can see and
identify the fish they are feeding
on as they throw their heads back
to swallow them.
Offshore boats can run into a
whole suite of pelagic bird species

Shearwater

that live out in the open ocean.
It wasn’t until fairly recently that
marine scientists discovered how
pelagic birds could survive without fresh water. Their research
determined that the birds have
glands near the base of the bill
that enable them to filter excess
salt from their blood. Many pelagic species venture inshore at
certain times of year to feed. They
are a welcome sight and a rare
treat to shore-bound anglers and
birders alike.
Northern gannets are most
easily identified by their large size.
In fact, they are the largest indigenous seabirds in the North Atlantic, running from 34 to almost
40 inches in size, with a wingspan
of 65 to over 70 inches. Gannets
are high flyers, making them easy
to spot at great distances. Immature birds are slaty-brown in color
with white spots; adults are allwhite with black wingtips.
In the Northeast and Mid-
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Birds as Scouts, cont.
Atlantic, the appearance of large
flocks of gannets in the fall usually
signals that the herring and bunker runs are in full swing. Gannets follow the bigger baits from
the New England coastline to the
Outer Banks of North Carolina,
as do large schools of big bass
and blues. When gannets go on
a feeding frenzy, they make spectacular plunge dives from nosebleed heights. Anglers targeting
trophy striped bass from Montauk Point, New York, to Oregon
Inlet on the Outer Banks dream
of finding a day when it’s snowing
gannets. That will definitely be a
fishing day for the record books.
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Storm-Petrel

Offshore tuna boats are always
looking for bird activity, especially
from the diminutive petrels, which
are only 6 to 8 inches in length.
Fishermen have nicknamed them
“tuna birds”, and their sightings
are always welcome. These birds
seem to dance on the surface
looking for small scraps of baitfish

that have been devoured by tuna.
A flock of shearwaters hovering over the water is another encouraging sign for the presence of
tuna. They are generally solitary
animals and gather only when
feeding on large quantities of
baitfish. When tuna are on small
bait the shearwaters follow to wait
for them to push bait to the surface. According to Captains Nat
Moody and Derek Spengler, who
operate First Light Anglers in
Rowley, Massachusetts, “Shearwaters equal bluefin tuna!”
Reprinted by permission of the author,
Tom Gilmore, and the Countryman Press,
www.countrymanpress.com
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Talking Safety
with Sea Tow’s Scott Neeld

Scott Neeld started with Sea Tow in March 2003. His
primary responsibility is boat captain, covering Sea Isle,
Avalon, Stone Harbor, back bays and offshore. Additionally, he runs other boats as needed, including small tug and
barge operations. He also handles most maintenance issues
on Sea Tow’s smaller boats.

How often is it that boaters simply run out of fuel?
Running out of fuel isn’t all that common... but it
does happen way too often considering it is avoidable
in most cases. Marine fuel gauges are notoriously
unreliable, even on the more expensive boats. Many
times in the beginning of the season I hear the excuses “I thought I filled it last season”, “I thought the
marina filled it”, “I thought my kids or partner filled
it”, or “I can’t explain it, I just filled it and only ran a
few hours since then”. All boat operators should have
an understanding of their boat’s fuel burn in terms
of gallons per hour. They should also make a note of
their engine hours when fuel is added so they can
keep track of how much they have probably used.

What are the most common
causes for boating emergencies?
First you have to differentiate between distress and
non-distress. The leading causes of distress usually, according to USCG statistics, are collisions at sea, sinking/swamping, collisions with fixed objects and falls
overboard. Fortunately the average boater rarely encounters these types of emergencies as they frequently involve injuries or deaths. Most of the difficulties I

Do you get many navigation errors?
I haven’t had too many calls for lost boaters. Every
once and awhile, a bad fog strands a few boaters outside the inlet and we get called to help them back in.
Most often I am amazed that we get called to assist
a disabled boater or jet skier and they have a heck of
a time describing where they are in the back bays.
Not a chart to be found aboard and they don’t know
the names of the sounds, bays and creeks to help us
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routinely see are non-distress types – roughly 60-70%
mechanical breakdowns, 15-20% groundings, 5-10%
running out of gas and 5-10% dead batteries.

Scott retired from the United States Coast Guard
with the rank of Commander after 23 years of active
duty. Scott’s specialty was as a shipboard qualified
helicopter pilot. He served a tour in Miami, 3 icebreaker trips to the Arctic and Antarctic, two assignments here in Cape May, and a tour in Kodiak, AK.
He wound up his career at Headquarters in Washington, DC as Chief of USCG Aviation Safety. After
his retirement, he worked as an electronics installer
and also for a boat dealer as a technician and captain.
Additionally, he has taught Safety Certificate courses
for 10 years and Captain Licensing for 3 years.
As for other qualifications, Scott holds a USCG 100
Ton Master license with a towing endorsement, and is
a USCG qualified instructor to the same level. He is
also a Certified NJ State Safety Certificate instructor.
In short, Scott has put in his time on, in, over, and
around the water. Here are some of his thoughts and
observations from his time at sea.
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Talking Safety, cont.
locate them. Some have so much trouble operating
their GPS that they become flustered and give us
a waypoint instead of their current location. Sometimes they can’t even get back to the GPS’s position
page without help.
How about failures
in other onboard
systems?
All onboard systems have
their fair share of failures. Most
often the problem stems from a
long term lack of maintenance.
No surprise to me but often a
surprise to the shocked owners
of new boats, we get called to tow because of engine or other system failures. The owners are often
livid because their new boat is disabled after just a
few hours. Sometimes they chose not to get or renew Sea Tow coverage because they thought owning a newer boat would make them immune to boat
problems. Some of our salvage jobs for boats sunk
at their dock are a result of thru-hull fitting problems. Many times it’s an issue with scuppers and
their associated hoses or a problem with live well
or fish box drain plumbing. Statistically, hull failure
problems are very low, especially failures underway
that result in accidents
Fires? How common are fires,
and how can fires afloat be
avoided.
Fires are usually associated with fueling operations...but every once and awhile I’ve responded to
a fire. Most wind up being cooling system related
and the smoke and steam is from paint charring and
overheated coolant. Some are minor electrical fires
and self-correct by burning through the wire or pop
the circuit breaker/fuse. One of the few true fires I’ve
responded to for Sea Tow was a fuel fed fire under
the cowl of an outboard.
Most fires can be avoided through good house-
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keeping. Keep your boat clean and free of debris, oily
rags, etcetera. Electrical systems should be looked
over several times a season as well as tightening
fuel system fittings on a regular basis. Boats stored
in the water for the winter often have space heaters run by insufficient electrical
shore power or extension cords.
Sometimes the AC electrical
system onboard older boats is so
corroded that resistance alone
can start fires. Look at even relatively new shore power cords,
all too often the ends have corroded and somewhat charred. A
few years back on a frigid New
Year’s Eve, I returned to my
liveaboard sportfish to find a shore power cord arcing
and sparking from resistance and a high load from
space heaters.
Storm stories, do you care to
share one with us?

With as many things that can go wrong while
boating, starting off when bad weather is forecast
to get worse is a real gamble with your life. My last
dramatic helo rescue involved hoisting a couple out
of the 20 foot storm surf during Tropical Storm Josephine in 1996. They were cruising on their very
seaworthy sailboat but made a bad decision, think-
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Talking Safety, cont.
ing they could beat the storm to Cape May. Even
with all the weather warnings available, they decided
to try anyway. The severe weather significantly degraded their navigation instruments including GPS,
loran and radar. Their equipment was so unreliable that
they missed not only Cape May
Inlet, but the whole mouth of
Delaware Bay and wound up on
the shoals off Cape Henlopen.
Here’s a boating brain teaser….
any guess what instrument
would have saved them????
Yep... the lowly depth finder....
they could have approximated
their location when crossing the channel and turned
to a reasonable compass heading and made for safer
waters inside Delaware Bay. The real insult was, after

being washed overboard and thinking they lost their
boat, that a commercial fisherman found their boat
circling 35 miles to the southeast the next day with
very minor damage.
Most bad weather is avoidable. I once sat on a
West Marine Trawlerfest seminar panel with Bruce Kessler
who is often described as the
“father of powerboat cruising”
with well over 100,000 sea miles
under his belt When asked the
same question on what he did
during heavy weather he answered that he never really encountered any. He explained
that today’s weather forecasting
provides enough information to avoid it most, if not
all, of the time. I agree wholeheartedly.

f i s h
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Aboard the Lori A

Captain Mark Heron was both at the helm and on the
camera this past September 15th when he snapped this
photo. According to crewman Jim Crawford, Lori A was
on the 100 line in the Carteret, with a water temperature
of 83 degrees. The fish in the photo went for a Black Bart
Slant Rainbow run out from a Penn 70 mounted on a
Cape Fear bent butt. Angler was Chris Jazmine. If you
know the boat’s owner Lori Muscara and her passion for fishing, you realize that anyone but Lori
on the crank is an anomaly. Lori had already
caught the first blue marlin of the day, and
when the second one bit, they decided it was
Chris’. Chris fought this fish for an hour
and 45 minutes. Many thanks to Captain
Mark and the entire crew of the Lori A
for this great photo and story.

f i s h
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Sailors, Subs and Blimps
Cape May during World War I
Part iii in Our Cape May Series by Bob Heinly

Those cruising into Cape May
harbor in the early 1900s during
the era of World War I would
have been greeted by a far different vista than today. To their starboard the Wildwoods were small
settlements. To port was a landfill,
a wasteland dotted by only a few
isolated homes and a large new
hotel. These were the beginnings
of a new development called East
Cape May, designed to be the New
Jersey Newport. The harbor itself
had been greatly expanded as part
of this development dream. It was
to be a dream unfulfilled for nearly another 100 years. Ahead were
small piers for yachting and recreational fishing, a few buildings associated with fishing, and a yacht

club. There were no huge marinas,
no profusion of magnificent vacation homes and no military base.
Then strange new sights and
sounds disturbed the normally
peaceful resort atmosphere of
Cape May during 1917 and 1918.
Submarines slid through the water, seaplanes taking off and landing, blimps floating overhead. The
wonders of modern warfare had
come to Cape May with America’s
entrance into World War I. The
more familiar sounds of marching men in training could also
be heard along with the sounds
of munitions manufacturing and
testing along the bayshore. Two
naval installations had been built
around the harbor. A largely

Meet the Author, Cape May’s own Historic
Landmark, Bob Heinly.

When not at the weigh station or under the
tent covering the Mid-Atlantic for the Cape
May Star & Wave, he can usually be found on
the grounds of the Physick Estate. Unmistakable
in top hat and Victorian garb, “Dr. Physick” is
widely regarded as the face of Cape May. Readers of On The Rip, however, know him as Bob
Heinly and the author of our long running series
of articles that have detailed the history of Cape
May’s Harbor.
Bob’s peers know him as Dr. Heinly since he
holds a doctorate degree in education. A lifetime
educator, he retired after a 33 year career as a Social Studies Teacher and K-12 Supervisor in the
Rose Tree-Media School District. Bob has also
lent his knowledge to the Pennsylvania Department of Education in the creation of that State’s
Goals for a Quality Education. More recently,
he has taught classes in education and American
History at Temple, the University of Pennsylvania, LaSalle, Widener and Villanova.
Currently Bob heads the Museum Education
Outreach Program for Cape May’s Mid-Atlantic Center for the Arts and Humanities as well
as writing for the Star & Wave. He still accepts
the occasional consultant project, including his
favorite assignment, writing his annual feature
for our very own On The Rip.
Photo of Dr. Bob courtesy of Joe Evangelista
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Sailors & Subs, cont.
slumbering former queen of the
Seaside Resorts was awakening
to the realities of war. Beyond patriotic fervor, the people of Cape
May were excited by hope of economic recovery thanks to the war.
While regretting the war, any war,
many locals viewed it as at least
a chance to revive the town’s declining economy as the military,
mainly sailors, replaced tourists.
In a previous edition of On
the Rip we examined Cape May’s
under-publicized and thus underappreciated role in World War II.
There is a similar lack of awareness and appreciation for the area’s role in World War I. Centered
on its newly expanded harbor, it
featured some of the pioneering
military innovations of that war:
submarines, seaplanes, and blimps.
Cape May was also a place where
men and munitions were readied
for the war and causalities of the
war were cared for.
Most of the activity in Cape
May related to World War I centered around its excellent new
harbor, basically the same one we
see today with one big exception.
There was no canal. This dates
from World War II. During the
years of World War I (1914-1918)
only Cape Island Creek branched
off from the harbor. There was no
water connection to Delaware
Bay. This harbor had been greatly widened and deepened from
1903-1911 as part of a series of
efforts to convert the eastern part
of Cape May (from Madison Avenue to the harbor) into a resort
for the affluent turning the then-
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declining resort into the so-called
New Jersey Newport and returning it to its Nineteenth Century
glory as a premier vacation locale.
The soil dredged from the harbor was used to fill in the tidal
swamps and wetlands of Eastern
Cape May upon which was built a

new luxury hotel, the Hotel Cape
May (known to many modern
folk as the Christian Admiral).
Around this centerpiece and the
new harbor were to be built the
vacation homes and amenities for
the wealthy such as yacht and golf
clubs. There was even an amuse-

www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

Sailors & Subs, cont.
ment park named the Fun Factory at Sewell’s Point. The new
jetties at the new harbor entrance
there converted it from atypically
treacherous South Jersey inlet
into one of the safest on the entire
Atlantic Coast all for the affluent
and their yachts.
Unfortunately for Cape May
we built it but they didn’t come.
What did come was World War I.
The harbor became the site of two
naval bases. The yacht club and
Fun Factory became part of the
naval base and the hotel became
a military hospital.
Even before the
United States entered the war in
1917, the navy was
busy in the harbor,
improving it and
building dock facilities. In 1916 naval
reservists on submarine chasers and
tenders practiced
here. In 1917 two naval facilities
were established around Cape
May harbor. On Sewell’s Point at
the entrance to the harbor Cape
May Section Base #9 was created
and near the mouth of Cape Island Creek north of Schellenger’s
Landing Camp Wissahickon was
established.
With the twin missions of
coastal defense and anti-submarine warfare, Section Base
#9 was the home of the latest in
naval weaponry. There were submarine docks, seaplane landings,
and hanger for dirigibles. Twelve
seaplanes, several submarines and
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one dirigible were based there.
While submarines dated from the
American Revolution and balloons from the Civil War, both
were first put
into
widespread use as
major weapons
during World
War I. The airplane and seaplane were first
used as weapons during World
War I. All were amazing sights to
locals. Section Base #9 also featured facilities for minesweepers,

destroyers, submarine chasers and
conventional aircraft.
Across the harbor, Camp Wissahickon consisted of 30
wooden buildings erected by
a private company, Cramp
Construction
of
Philadelphia for the
navy, for $1.5
million
dollars. Officially Wissahickon Naval Training Center, it turned out
thousands of sailors. They were

regular sights marching through
Cape May and training in the
harbor. Camp Wissahickon was
dismantled in 1919. Some of its
structures still
exist
having
been
moved
about the area.
Those include
the Mainstay
Inn’s
Officers Quarters
and Queen Victoria’s Crown
Jewel on Columbia Avenue and
the private home at the bend in
Jonathan Hoffman Road near
the north side of the West Cape
May Bridge. Near the site of the
former base only part of Wissahickon Avenue remains near the
docks on Spicer’s Creek.
Elsewhere in Cape May the
Hotel Cape May was converted
into a military hospital during
the war and the Corinthian Yacht
Club into a naval communications
center. The former amusement
park located at Sewell’s Point
known as the Fun Factory was
converted into barracks for sailors
at Section Base #9. The Fun Factory burned to
the ground on
July 4, 1918
in one of the
suspicious fires
Cape May has
been historically noted for.
Conveniently,
and
happily,
the
sailors
were all either on duty or away at
an Independence Day parade in
Cape May. Many former cottages
www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

Sailors & Subs, cont.
in town were rented as homes for
officers. Part of the decaying Cape
May, Delaware Bay and Sewell’s
Point rail line from Grant Avenue
to Sewell’s Point along the oceanfront was rebuilt to transport men
and equipment from town to Section Base #9. Since it also transported sailors on liberty into town
the little train became known as
“The Liberty Special.”
On the Delaware Bayshore at
Higbee’s Beach the Bethlehem
Steel Company erected a munitions facility in 1915 one of a series
in the county along the bayshore.
All closed at war’s end leaving
behind presumed dud shells unexploded. Many subsequently exploded causing several casualties.

www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

All in all World War I did bring
prosperity to Cape May but it was
a boom that ended with the war.
The war years of 1917 and
1918 were exciting times in Cape
May. The economy temporarily boomed. Sailors swarmed
the streets. Munitions boomed
along the bayshore. Wondrous
new machines of war like submarines, seaplanes, and dirigibles
were everyday sights. There were
armed patrols along the beaches
and tales of fishing boats boarded
and spies and saboteurs captured.
Submarines, including the infamous U-151, sank many commercial ships offshore. Little is
left to remind us of the era. Today Camp Wissahickon is gone
except for some scattered build-

ings and a street as noted above.
The Hotel Cape May is gone.
Bethlehem Steel is gone. The Corinthian Yacht Club remains but
in a new location and building.
Our biggest reminder is the U.S.
Coast Guard Training Center
on the site of the former Section
Base #9. This site and the harbor would indeed be called into
service in another World War
from 1939-1945. As you cruise
through Cape May harbor or rest
comfortably docked therein pause
on occasion and reflect on its past
and the rich history around you.
It’s one of the myriad pleasures of
Cape May.
All photos courtesy of Bob Heinly
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Don’t Lose Your Cool

Your On The Rip staff asked experts Dave Wrigley, from the Service
Center at Canyon Club, and Mike Brinker, from Brinker Marine Service,
for their thoughts on this very subject.

Why is it that so many of
us completely overlook our
air conditioning and refrigeration systems until they
fail? And why is it that when
air conditioning or refrigeration systems fail, they fail on
the hottest day of the year
or during that special fishing trip or tournament that
you’ve planned for all winter?
Everyone agrees that maintaining your air conditioning system
prior to a heat wave in July or August is just as crucial as fine tuning
that rod-n-reel combo the night before the tournament. We all make
sure the engines are purring like a
kitten as soon as we re-commission
in early spring, but too often, we
completely overlook the air conditioning and refrigeration systems.
Most agree that several things
can be maintained on an AC system by the boat owner to insure
optimal performance. However,
when it comes to checking the
refrigerant and electrical components of the system, it is imperative that you retain the services
of a certified and trained marine
HVAC mechanic. In this day and
age of everything going green, the
person doing the servicing must
be aware of the many new restrictions on refrigerants. A certified
HVAC mechanic is that person!
www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

The original unit is darker due to overheating
from lack of refrigerant. Note white replacement.

what CAN an owneR do?
1.) Air filtration is one of the
items that can be maintained by
the owner. Every system should
have at least one filter, although
some systems have two. One filter
may be located on the return air
grill and the other at the evaporator coil / blower. Many filters are
of the reusable or washable type
and are made from foam, fine plastic mesh, or even aluminum. Reusable filters can be removed and
washed out with a garden hose.
Remember, correct reinstallation
of the filter is crucial. Not only
do these filters catch and remove
dirt from the air, they also protect
the evaporator coil from getting
clogged with dirt. A new type of
filter has become available that
addresses concerns about allergens
and micro particles. Although

this filter may require more
frequent changes, the owner may find that it’s worth
it since it’s more effective
at filtering out dirt. Mike
warns that on some boats
the filter may be inaccessible,
in which case a service tech
should be consulted.
2.) The sea water circuit
includes components that
the owner can self-maintain
starting with the sea water strainer which needs to be kept clear of
any debris. First, remove the basket and hose it out, and then take
a shop vac and remove any sediment / dirt in the bottom of the
strainer. An occasional scrubbing
of the strainer basket will unclog
those crucial tiny holes. You never
know what you may find clogging
those baskets - a jellyfish, or even
a neighbor’s oil spill!
It’s not unusual for silt or mud
to get into the system. Accumulated sediment anyplace in the system (hoses, condensing coil loops,
water manifolds) will not only reduce efficiency but will cause the
refrigerant pressures to run extremely high. So much so, that in
some cases the reduction in flow
will trip the control into a high
pressure or PS fault. A simple
flushing of the system with dockside water can help ensure that
2010 ON THE RIP
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Cool, cont.
you have maximum water flow
all the time, and a special strainer
cap with a hose connection will
make this process much simpler.
Another trick is to back flush the
system at the overboard
as long as a dedicated water loop is available, or you
can remove a hose and pass
dockside water through it.
Either method should blow
out most obstructions.
Dave reminds owners
that a PS (not P5) showing
on your digital control is an
indication that the system
is not getting enough water. Be it
a pump problem or a restriction in
the flow or leaking hose, the results and indication are the same.
Mike wants owners to remember that the condenser removes
heat from the refrigerant, and that
this heat is then transferred to
the water which is dumped overboard. Any interruption in the
circuit will result in the system
not performing at its rated BTU
output. This will give you less
cooling when you need it most.
Before we move on from the
sea water circuit, Dave
points out that owners can,
and should inspect the saltwater manifold and fittings.
Even though the components are made of brass,
they will pit and corrode
over time. Dave also points
out that your air conditioning seawater pump can and
will sink a boat if there is a
failure in the system.
If your vessel ventures south
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or is more than five years old, you
many want to consider an acid
wash of the condensing coils,
since it’s likely that sea growth,
algae, mussels, or barnacles have
started to attach to the inner

Improper installation of duct work restricts air
flow resulting in iced up coils.

Loose electrical connections will overheat and
short-out.

Need caption.

walls. It may even be necessary to
replace sea water hoses. An acid
wash should be conducted by a
trained mechanic, and he should
also conduct a flow test to insure
proper water flow.
According to Mike, most of
the following items will require
the services of a qualified, marineHVAC service technician, but this
simple overview will assist you in
having a better understanding of
your boat’s system.
The air filter protects the
evaporator coil from getting
dirty. Even with a good filter, the
evaporator coil assembly should
be cleaned yearly by a trained
technician, who should use a
special commercial grade
coil cleaner to insure deep
penetration within the coil
fins. A clean evaporator
coil will more efficiently
remove heat and humidity
from the ambient room air.
Air is moved across
the coil via a squirrel cage
blower or fan, which can
also accumulate dirt and
add load. This, of course, will
cause the motor to work harder
and possibly overheat, in addition
to reducing output. A certified
technician uses special brushes
and methods to aid in the cleaning of the squirrel cage blower.
3.) Next is the motor. The
placement of the motor can interfere with servicing but Mike recommends that owners make every
effort to keep the motor properly
serviced with oil since this is a key
component in the motor’s longevity. He reminds owners that some
www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

Cool, cont.
motors need to be oiled every year.
Typically, compressors do not
have parts that need to be maintained. However, a mechanic
needs to make sure your system is
properly charged. Since oil moves
around with the refrigerant, it

Dirty filters restrict air flow.
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is important to have the
proper charge. The correct
charge also insures that
the compressor does not
overheat. All compressor
components must be at or
with-in the design rating
to insure the system will
work properly.
So, remember, if
you keep up the maintenance on your AC system
before the heat sets in,
you’ll be one of the coolest
boaters around!
If you have questions
or concerns about your
cooling and refrigeration
system, contact one of our

A clogged drain hose can cause pans to rust out.

local marine HVAC technicians
at the Service Center at Canyon
Club, or contact Brinker Marine
Service for mobile off site support. Between the technicians
at the Service Center and Mike
Brinker, we’ll make sure that all
our customers stay cool!
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What’s New at Albemarle Boats
Focus on Development

At Albemarle Boats, their focus over the past year has been product development. They have undertaken
two projects by which they have totally transformed the 36 and 41 foot Expresses. According to Burch Perry,
Senior VP and General Manager, “these two models have been reinvented, and the 2010 boats are like nothing
we have ever built before.”
They have successfully integrated the Volvo IPS 600 in the 360 Express. The advantages that this new
power package delivers are unbelievable. The IPS boat gives them a 10% increase in both cruise and top end
speed, while reducing fuel burn by 30%. This is by far the most economical boat to operate that they have ever
built in this size class.

The new 2010 410 Express is a thing of beauty.
The most noticeable improvement is found in the
new cabin arrangement, and with this new layout the
boat feels much more open and spacious. The interior
space flows with sweeping curves, designer décor, and
indirect lighting. There is sleeping capacity for five
adults and more of everything including rod lockers,
storage, and living space. They also have incorporated
upgrades in the electrical and mechanical systems
onboard. Items of note include a 24 Volt DC system,
centralized electronic and battery management, and
LED lighting throughout. The redesigned 410 Express is truly the flagship of the Albemarle fleet.

The 360 with IPS also delivers unprecedented handling around the dock. With the joystick, the operator
can make this boat do things never before possible in
an inboard, like moving straight sideways. They also
added Sportfish Mode and the Dynamic Positioning
System to this first IPS boat. Sportfish Mode offers
the captain much greater agility in their boat handling. The fish will hardly have a chance once hooked.
And with Dynamic Positioning, there is no longer a
need for deep water anchoring. The system will keep
the boat on a GPS coordinate automatically. This boat
is a must see for the serious offshore guy, and you really need to get aboard the boat for a sea trial to truly
understand what this boat can do for you.

A few words from the man in charge - Burch Perry, Senior Vice President & General Manager
“I am excited about the future of our company with an improving economy, fishing season upon us, and a lot
of customer excitement around these new products. These boats were debuted at the Miami Boat Show, and the
response thus far has been extremely positive. I believe that the next generation of Albemarle Boats will allow us
to achieve our mission of exceeding sport fishermen’s expectations in the areas of quality, value, innovation, and
pure enjoyment.”

o f f
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What’s New at Viking Yachts
Viking 70 Convertible
THE TALE OF THE TAPE
Length Overall: 70 ft. 11 in.
Beam: 19 ft. 7 in.
Draft: 5 ft. 6 in.
Gross Weight: 123,876 lbs.
Fuel Capacity: 2,000 gals.
Water Capacity: 368 gals.
Cockpit Area: 208 sq. ft.

Viking prides itself on its renowned manufacturing capabilities. From the initial design to
the finished product, Viking’s
highly-regarded reputation is
rooted in the company’s commitment to produce 90 percent of the
boat in house. Some of their most
amazing tooling, the computeroperated five-axis profilers, have
been busy cutting new plugs from
which molds are made. Most recently, the profilers have begun
producing parts for the latest Viking, the 70 Convertible, which
launches this summer.

The new 70 enjoys a familial resemblance to its siblings the
Viking 82 and Viking 76.
Destined to be a best-seller, here are just a few of her highlights:
- Caterpillar, MAN, and MTU power options - Zoom!
- Viking’s proprietary VIPER (Viking Independent Programmable
Electro-hydraulic Rudder) steering - optimal response!
- An extremely well laid out four-stateroom, four-head floor plan plenty of room!
- Better than eight feet of freeboard forward - great for head seas!
- An immense salon elaborately appointed with beautiful designer
furnishings - a must see!
- A world class island galley with everything - even a walk-in pantry!
- A 208 square-foot cockpit with observation mezzanine - plenty of
storage room here!
- Multiple freezers, plenty of drawers, sizeable fish box, available live
well - A transom fish box/live well also is available!

A few words from the man in charge - Pat Healey, Executive Vice President
“Please keep an eye on our new models out there during the upcoming 2010 tournament circuit; the 76 and 70
Convertibles,with the 42 due out in late summer.
We’ll see you at all of the major events!”

o f f
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What’s New at Ocean Yachts
64 feet of High-Tech, State-of-the-Art Construction

TALE OF THE TAPE:
Length
64’3”
Beam
18’9”
Draft (est) 4’4”

Freeboard, Bow (est)
Freeboard, Stern (est)
Fuel Capacity*
Water Capacity*

7’10”
3’10”
1690 gal.*
270 gal.*

Displacement (est)
Height (waterline to top of hardtop)
Headroom (most areas, est)
Sleeping Capacity

76,000 lbs.
18’
6’6”
8

*Capacities of tanks are estimates and useable volume will vary depending upon installation
requirements and conditions.

The all new ’Makaira’ that Ocean Yachts
has been teasing us about is currently moving
forward at their Weekstown, NJ factory. They
are well on their way to introducing this fourstateroom convertible built with state of the
art, lightweight materials and advanced construction. The 64 Makaira has been heralded as
being such a breathtaking departure in its lines
and interior arrangements, that it will achieve
what many builders have attempted, but none
until now has accomplished: the fusion of custom craftsmanship and design finesse with the
efficiencies and accelerated delivery schedules
of production manufacturing.
Makaira was designed with a striking new
look, to set her apart from her Ocean predecessors. This new approach to construction,
coupled with a sleek hull design, will equal efficient performance with standard power and
exceptional performance with optional power.
Power choices range from 1600 hp to 2400
hp and are available from Caterpillar, MAN,
and MTU. Makaira is currently available in an
open flybridge configuration with or without
a tower. She is also available with a new galley aft design, or a more conventional galley
forward design.
The Makaira is not the only thing exciting
happening at Ocean Yachts. “We’re constantly
planning, innovating and exploring new areas” says Ocean’s Marketing Director, Doug
Finney. “As the world emerges from the current financial situation, we intend to be on the
leading edge of the industry as always.”

A few words from the man in charge - John Leek IV, General Manager
“We are excited as ever at Ocean Yachts! We have been forging ahead with new design considerations, new construction techniques and continuous quality improvement to make our products better than ever.”

o f f
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Clams on the Half Shell

The very words, “Clams on the half shell,” are enough to make us
think of summers past, and summers yet to come. But clams are great
year-round, and New Jersey - especially Cape May - is famous for clams
and other assorted seafood eats. Of course, the fact that New Jersey
enjoys such a close relationship with ocean and bay fisheries is not
surprising when one realizes that the state has a marine heritage
that spans over 300 years.
For generations, the hard clam, Mercenaria mercenaria, has been
harvested to meet the demands of millions. The recipes included
below are tried and true and will reward you with a savory treat. But
first, you should review the instructions for easy opening of clams in
order to remove any hesitancy concerning their use.

Awww Shucks
The key to opening a hard clam easily is to chill it thoroughly in order to shock it into
muscle relaxation. This can be done by putting the clams in the freezer for about forty-five
minutes, immersing them in a mixture of ice, salt and water for about one hour, or by storing them in crushed ice indefinitely. For cleaner preparation and serving, clams should be
washed or scrubbed. There are four market sizes of clams: chowders are the largest, followed
by cherrystones, top necks and little necks. To open clams, a sturdy-bladed knife, not overly
sharp or more than four inches in length, is necessary.
Grasp clam firmly in hollow of hand, with the indentation of the shell in the direction
of the thumb. Place the knife blade between the halves of the shell. Hold the back of the
knife blade firmly in the middle of the fingers. Squeeze the hand and the knife will enter.
With the blade in place, sever one of the adductor muscles, then twist the handle until
the shell pops.
Move the blade around the inside of the top shell and sever the other muscle. The top
shell can then be easily removed.
Run the blade under the clam meat to separate it from the bottom shell.
NOTE: The clam can be dipped in cocktail sauce or “slurped” right out of the shell. Appropriate condiments can be used according to individual tastes - lemon juice, a drop of
Tabasco, or horseradish and catsup.

How about some recipies?
The first step is to properly prepare the clams. Wash and freeze whole clams for at least
four hours. Remove from freezer and run under tepid water to defrost slightly. Clam shells
will gap and a knife will slip in readily. Twist blade to prop shells and scoop out frozen clam.
Cut up and place in bowl to defrost.
Remember, New Jersey fish – fin and shell - are fathoms fresher! Everyone has heard
of New England and Manhattan clam chowders. Below is a recipe specifically for Garden
Staters - a New Jersey clam chowder!
Atlantic City Steamed Clams
Ingredients:
100 Top Necks
Crushed red pepper
Water
Salt
Parsley
Olive oil
Directions: Place 100 Top Necks in a very large pot. Add 8 oz. water. Over the top of the
clams generously sprinkle fresh parsley, crushed red pepper and some salt. Then pour olive oil
over all to soak the top layer well. Steam until open. Try the broth too!
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New Jersey CLAM CHOWDER
4 New Jersey tomatoes cut up and seeded
Ingredients:
(or 7 plum tomatoes or the equivalent in
2 dozen New Jersey chowder clams (frozen,
canned whole tomatoes)
opened, and cut up)
2 (10 ¾ ounce) cans cream of asparagus soup ½ teaspoon pepper
2 ½ cups sliced, pre-cooked white potatoes 1 teaspoon celery powder
2 tablespoons parsley
or 2 (16 ounce) cans sliced white potatoes
2 teaspoons paprika or “Old Bay” seasoning
¼ pound bacon
2 pints light cream or 2 cans evaporated milk Clam liquid, to taste
New Jersey asparagus spears for garnish
2 medium onions, diced
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Egg Harbor
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Directions: Fry bacon in soup pot until crisp; Remove. Sauté onion in some of the bacon
fat until golden. Add cut-up clams, some clam liquor and heat to cook clams. Add potatoes
and spices and cook briefly, mixing the spices well. Add soup, tomatoes and cream. Simmer
for 10-15 minutes, stirring often. Do not boil. Additional clam liquor can be added to taste.
Garnish with crumbled bacon and asparagus spears. Serves 8-10.

The above information provided courtesy of the New Jersey Sea Grant Extension Service; The State University of New Jersey, Rutgers; New Jersey Marine Sciences
Consortium; U.S.Department of Agriculture; U.S. Department of Commerce; NOAA
Sea Grant Program and the County Boards of Chosen Freeholders.

Farewell to the Loran
In 1912, great minds believed that advances in ship design and construction had nullified the need for lifeboats in
sufficient quantity to accommodate all aboard the newest of
ships. Titanic proved them wrong.
Almost a century later, different great minds believe that
advances in satellite dependent Global Positioning Systems
has nullified the need for a land based and reliable Long
Range Aid to Navigation systems. One wonders if they too,
will be proven wrong. On February 8th of this year, with
little ceremony, the United States switched off all of its loran
towers. Canada is scheduled to do the same by the end of the
year, marking the end of a 70 year old technology.
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Take Your Bets Shot
and send it to us

And maybe you’ll win a gift certificate, courtesy of South Jersey Tournaments
Well, that’s what we told everyone and we sure were accommodated. Please keep them coming. We love to see them,
and maybe we’ll get a chance to let you see them too. Here’s
what else we told them, about the rules that is... and here are
the winners as well as a few honorable mentions also.
Each year, South Jersey Tournaments awards
three (3) $250 gift certificates for the best photographs submitted and included in On the Rip
magazine. One Gift Certificate is awarded for
each of the three following categories:
1. ACTION SHOTS are just that! Hook-ups,
jumping, clean releases, gaffing, etc.
2. CANDIDS or “crews at work and play.”
This could be something funny, noteworthy
or unusual. If something is worth remembering, then share it.
3. SCENIC. Sun, moon, stars, weather, seas,
land, or a combination thereof.
There’s more. An additional $250 gift certificate may be awarded if a submitted photograph
is selected for the cover of the next issue of On
the Rip.
Don’t know where your shot fits? Send it
anyway. We’ll place it in the most appropriate
category for you.
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Rules & Disclaimers & Nice to Know Information
• Judging will be conducted by a four person panel selected by South Jersey
• Photo’s can be submitted at anytime, but only those
photo’s submitted by December 31st can be considered for the following year’s On the Rip, and thus are
eligible for prizes. Photos may be used for the Resort
Report, the Service Bulletin or other newsletters, but do
not receive prizes.
• Photo’s must a minimum of 300 dpi and submitted to
South Jersey Tournaments/Marketing via disc or email
to: bweber@sjmarina.com. If your photos are too large
for conventional email contact Bob for instructions to
upload them to our ftp site.
• Submitting photo’s for multiple categories is acceptable
• Photographer agrees that all photo’s submitted can be
used for publication at the discretion of South Jersey.
• Content questions should be directed to Mark Allen,
mallen@sjmarina.com, 609-884-2400.
• Technical questions should be directed to Bob Weber,
bweber@sjmarina.com, 609-884-2400.

www.OnTheRipMagazine.com

the Winners

We’ll let the photos speak for themselves.

Best Action Shot and On The Rip Cover Shot:: Sandy McCarthy. top left.
Best Candid Shot: Marie Clark, above right.
Best Scenic Shot: Betty Raimondo, bottom left above.

the “Almosts”

Congrats to all! There were so many
terrific shots it really made for difficult
choices. Thanks for your participation.
Three more from the prolific Sandy McCarthy on
the left. One from the Triple Crown, below center.
And one from the Lori A, below right.
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South Jersey Marina

From Runabouts to Mega Yachts, we are Cape May’s most
convenient transient facility!

Whether you are transiting the coast or
cruising to Cape May for a few days of R
& R, make sure you chart your course for
South Jersey Marina. Strategically located
on Cape May Harbor, we are easily accessible and provide the best protection when
Mother Nature acts up. Best of all, we are
the closest major marina to the historic areas of Cape May, the beaches, restaurants
and other attractions that will pique your
interest. We have extensive experience in
accommodating boats of all shapes and sizes and make it our #1 priority to ensure that
your shore side stay is as enjoyable and hassle-free as possible. Our trained, uniformed
dock attendants will assist you in tying up,

taking on fuel, and getting comfortably situated while our
courteous operations staff gets you squared away with dinner arrangements, rental cars, historic tours or whatever
you might need.
We like to greet and treat our customers as friends and
do everything reasonably possible to make you feel at home.
We monitor channels 9 and 16 and... although they’re not
always needed, reservations are recommended.
SOUTH JERSEY MARINA OFFICE and SHIP’S STORE
609-884-2400
Admin@SouthJerseyMarina.com
Store@SouthJerseyMarina.com
DOCKMASTER • 609-884-0177
Dockmaster@SouthJerseyMarina.com
SOUTH JERSEY TOURNAMENTS • 609-884-2400
Tournaments@SouthJerseyMarina.com
CHARTER INFORMATION • 609-884-3800
CharterBoats@SouthJerseyMarina.com
SOUTH JERSEY YACHT SALES • 609-884-1600
Sales@SouthJerseyYachtSales.com
at CANYON CLUB RESORT MARINA • 609-884-0880
at ARNOLD’S YACHT BASIN • 732-899-9666

www.SouthJerseyMarina.com
www.OnTheRipMagazine.com
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Canyon Club Resort Marina
Join the Club

As originally envisioned, the Canyon Club
Resort Marina has become the hub of big game
sportfishing in southern New Jersey. With the
development of the property nearly complete,
Canyon Club has indeed captured the character
inherent in its name.
With modern, state of the art marina facilities, all boating related services, luxurious waterfront homes and an atmosphere created for
those who enjoy the water, isn’t it time you considered making the move?
Whether it’s for a day, a season, or forever, we have the ideal home for you and your boat. Stop by and
take a look around. We know you’re going to like what you see!

CANYON CLUB RESORT MARINA
609-884-0188
Admin@CanyonClubMarina.com

PARTS DEPARTMENT
609-884-6646
Parts@CanyonClubMarina.com

CANYON CLUB PROPERTIES
609-884-7700
Homes@CanyonClubMarina.com

DOCKMASTER / SHIP’S STORE
609-884-0199
Dockmaster@CanyonClubMarina.com

SERVICE CENTER
609-884-6400
Service@CanyonClubMarina.com

OFFSHORE ELECTRONICS
609-884-6645
Electronics@CanyonClubMarina.com

www.CanyonClubMarina.com
www.OnTheRipMagazine.com
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Fuel Spills are Preventable
meet Dan Sabatino and the SMART CAP
by Dave Wrigley

There’s nothing good about a fuel spill. It’s not
good for the environment, the marina, the boat,
and at today’s fuel pricing, it’s certainly not good
for your wallet. Plus, the federal government has
introduced new emission standards for vessels built
after 2009. Dan Sabatino has invented something
to help address this issue. His invention is called
Smart Cap.
Dan has been a boating enthusiast ever since he
joined the Sea Scouts when he was 13. He has been
inventing technical products since he was in my
mid-twenties. Inventors are problem solvers, and
the problem of properly fueling boats has plagued
boat owners for as long as there have been power
boats. A few years ago, he decided to try and do
something about this problem. The Smart Cap system is his solution to this problem. It is designed
to warn the boat operator that
they are about to overfill
the fuel tank, causing a spill.
The system is
really two products that were patented separately.
The heart of the
system is the
programmable control
circuit that monitors the
fuel level in the tank being filled. When he demonstrated the prototype to
boat builders, they insisted
that the circuit would have
to be activated automatically
in case the boat operator for-

Smart Cap inventor Dan Sabatino (left) with SJM’s Mark Allan.

got to turn the system on when fueling the boat.
That’s when he designed and patented the fuel cap
sensor. The sensor acts as an on/off switch for the
control circuit. As soon as the fuel cap is removed,
the control circuit is automatically activated. Then
after fueling and replacing the fuel cap, the circuit
is deactivated. The fuel cap sensor can also be used
as a sensor for other products such as a boat security alarm system that will notify the boat operator
or owner if the fuel cap has been removed without
permission.
The control circuit is factory set to leave an air
space above the fuel in the tank when the alarm activates. This air space is important because fuel can
expand as the temperature increases. The air space
provides a place for the fuel to expand into without
coming out of the fuel tank vent. The owner or boat
operator can easily modify the factory settings to
customize the amount of air space in the fuel tank
for his particular boat. The circuit can also be set for
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12 or 24 volts and to match the various types of fuel
senders in use today. The system can also automatically activate the blowers of a boat when the fuel
cap is removed.
The Smart Cap system can be retrofitted to any
boat that has a fuel fill cap with a fuel sender in
the tank that is connected to a fuel gauge mounted
anywhere on the boat. This product can be easily
installed by a do-it-yourselfer or a marine mechanic when the boat is being serviced.
Common sense and vigilance should always be
used when fueling a boat. Although there are mechanical solutions such as check valves in the vent
line, or bottles designed to capture fuel spills at the
vent fitting, these mechanical solutions cannot be
customized for a particular boat, and they react
only when the tank is already overfilled and the air
space has been virtually reduced to zero. The Smart
Cap system is a tool that can help fill the fuel tank
to the proper level and help prevent fuel spills when
used properly.
The EPA is going to require new boat manufacturers to greatly reduce the emissions, or vapor,
coming from the entire fuel system. There are several manufacturers currently installing the Smart Cap
on their boats, Viking, Egg Harbor, and Buddy Davis to name just a few. There are other smaller boat
companies testing the Smart Cap System for future
installations. The Smart Cap can be incorporated
into any new vapor reduction system that is being
designed to meet these new EPA requirements.
The Smart Cap system is currently being manufactured by Royce Industries, LLC of Farmington,
CT. This is the same company that is manufacturing
the “Flexisender” fuel sender, another marine related product that Sabatino designed and patented. It
is available for purchase and installation at the Service Center at Canyon Club, among other places.
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Time, Distance & Heading...
How Accurate is YOUR Dead Reckoning?
When is the last time you backed up your GPS
with dead reckoning? Instinctively, we all do, don’t
we? Think about how many times you’ve passed the
Cape May sea buoy at 6:30 in the morning,
and taken up a heading to that favorite
“sweet” spot. After adding a couple
of ticks for the current, you set the
rpm’s for best speed and optimum
fuel burn. 75 NM at 25 knots;
you look at your watch and tell
the crew that they’ll be getting lines wet just after
9:30. Finally, almost as
an afterthought, you
confirm your mental calculations and
sea knowledge with
the gadgets on the
display, and smile to
yourself,
‘Yeah, you’re pretty darn’ good.’ That’s
dead reckoning, and we
all do it!
For mariners and aviators
alike, an accurate chrometer is
an essential piece of navigation
equipment; maybe the most
important navigation related
gear on the boat. And accuracy
is the key. Accuracy and reliability have been the hallmarks
of Ulysse Nardin since the Swiss
master watchmaker Ulysse Nardin
began specializing in marine chronometers in 1846.

Marine chronometers produced by Ulysse Nardin are
widely regarded as the most
reliable and accurate ever
made, with many limited edition models sought after by
international collectors. Ulysse
Nardin has been recognized by
the award of 18 gold medals and 4,300 first prizes
in chronometric excellence. It has also seen
service with some 50
navies from around
the world.
And
this
year,
thanks to Serago Roberts
Jewelers of Northfield, NJ, an
incredible selection of Ulysse
Nardin watches will be available under the tent, during the
Mid-Atlantic $500,000! We are
excited to welcome Ulysse Nardin and Serago Roberts to the
Tournament. Be sure to stop by,
say hello, and check out these
magnificent time pieces.
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Simrad’s NSE
Innovation and Quality United
The new Simrad NSE - a rugged, high performance multi-function display for leisure and light
commercial users looking for uncompromising
quality. Available in 8 and 12-inch versions, the
basic Simrad NSE is delivered as a best-in-class
chartplotter preloaded with a comprehensive charting package, but built into its tough aluminum casing is everything it needs to grow and expand into
a complete integrated navigation system line with
the users’ changing requirements.
The Simrad NSE is a product of one of the finest brands in the marine electronics industry and offers the ultimate user experience. Elegant yet brutally
strong, the Simrad NSE combines flexibility with the
classic reliability our typically experienced users demand in a multi-function display.
Simrad Yachting has long been recognized as a
leader in the professional marine electronics sector, in particular for its innovative and high-quality
autopilot systems that are used by many of the industry leaders. Now increased global resources and
technologies derived from sister brands within the
Navico group have come together to create the combination of style, functionality and usability that is
the Simrad NSE. According to Simrad, it is the Best
in class, in every class - best radar, best echo sounder,
best chart plotter, best advanced user interface, etc.
Chart plotter - Instantly orient yourself to your
surroundings. Simrad NSE comes with premium
embedded charts that allow for out of the box navigation for both novice and experienced mariners.

Radar - Radar improves a mariner’s situational
awareness at times of poor visibility. The easy to
operate radar function allows for navigation, target tracking and collision avoidance. Displays both
MARPA and AIS targets for the complete picture.
Echo-sounding - NSE utilizes high performance
Broadband Sounder™ technology to penetrate
deep water, clearly define underwater structures and
“whisper” into the water to find more fish and identify subsurface structures and bottom composition.
Navigation -The emphasis is on clear and easyto-read graphical displays. The position and steer
screen provides concise information displayed in
large fonts and simple graphics.
Information - Pre-configured gauge displays
show vessel, environmental and navigation information in digital, analogue or bar formats. Optional video inputs complete your NSE system.
Pages - The Pages utility is the command center
for frequently used options and tools. Display and edit
waypoints, routes and tracks as well as saved log files.
AIS, alarms and GPS status pages are easily accessed.
What our electronics guru, Brent Alderfer, of Offshore Electronics has to say: Like Simrad says, the new
Northstar Simrad Edition (NSE) is a best–in-class
chart plotter with a comprehensive chart package.
Add a broadband sounder and broadband radar and
you’ve got yourself a complete, revolutionary system.
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www.HuntFishGuide.com

www.HuntFishGuide.com takes sportsmen to a
new level of pursuit, targeting premier guides, outfitters and charters worldwide
www.huntfishguide.com is the newest and most
comprehensive website on the sportsman’s radar.
This first of its kind free service for hunters and fishermen of every level identifies guides, outfitters and
charters by location, species and sporting type. A
former combat veteran and seasoned hunter, Paul W.
Hatcher III developed the website when he recognized that no other online service of this type existed.

Fifty percent of the proceeds from the online
store at www.huntfishguide.com go to benefit
Wounded Warriors Project, an organization that
subsidizes prostheses for vets. www.huntfishguide.
com is also one of three major sponsors of Hunters Helping Soldiers, an organization that sponsors
hunting and fishing trips for vets, all donated by
outfitters and charter groups. Hatcher is also one
of the national sponsors of the 1st Annual Veterans
Alaskan Halibut Fishing Tournament taking place
out of three different seaports and providing a day
on the ocean for deserving vets.
Hatcher is now touring the sportsmen trade
shows nationwide where he is promoting his online
directory to hunting and fishing guides, outfitters
and charters who pay to be included on the site.
Hatcher and his team of 8 sales reps, most of whom
are former Army Rangers, are taking the country’s
sportsman tradeshows by storm.
For the avid fisherman or hunter, male or female, www.huntfishguide.com fills an unmet need.
Previously, there was no comprehensive website in
existence that contained the variety of hunting and
fishing options open to the sportsman planning his
next adventure. The site sorts hunting and fishing
opportunity by region (just enter in your Zip Code)
and by species (choose from hundreds of species of
game and fish) and refine that further by the style
of hunting or fishing you prefer. Want a guide?
www.huntfishguide.com lists professional guides
and charters to pick from.
For more information, contact Paul Hatcher online at: paul@HuntFishGuide.com or call him at
850-582-5677.
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What’s in Your DC kit?

If you’re reading this, we’re pretty certain that you know all about
PFD’s, EPIRB’s, life rafts, and emergency signaling devices. But what
about a DC KIT?
A DC or Damage Control Kit is something every vessel should
have, since it can save your life as well as your vessel. A DC kit is
used to stop or reduce flooding and leaking. It’s not high-tech and
sexy, and very often it’s not even something you buy off the shelf. It’s
simply common sense in a bucket.
A DC Kit should include various size hose clamps, duct tape, manila twine, rubber gasket material, soft wood conical plugs in different sizes, wooden wedges and a rubber mallet. Some heavy duty
line, wire ties, stainless steel wire, and plastic sheeting might not hurt
either. Anything that might help to patch a hole, seal a rift, or secure a loose fitting.
Think of it as a useful project on a winter day. Put some common sense into a bucket and call it a DC Kit.
Many thanks to Steve Spagnuola from Sea Tow for his input.

FIRST MATE from FLIR
low-cost, high-performance,
hand held Maritime Thermal Camera

First Mate gives every mariner the power to see
at night like never before.
The world’s first waterproof, hand held, highperformance maritime
thermal night vision
camera available for $2999,
First Mate lets you navigate
with confidence anywhere, anytime! Whether you’re on a yacht,
recreational powerboat, fishing
boat, sailboat, or anything in between,
with First Mate you’ll be able to see clearly
and navigate safely in total darkness.

Portable Thermal Night Vision
First Mate can be mounted on your boat or
held in the palm of your hand. Long battery life;
no vessel power supply required. Because it’s not
permanently mounted, First Mate provides “goanywhere” thermal night vision
Navigation When You Need It
Instant-on for images when you need
them. Take First Mate with you from
vessel to vessel. Improved security
while sitting at anchor or docked
for the night

24-Hour Vision
See more all day, all night.
Head out early, come home
late, stay safe. Won’t get blinded by bright marina lights.

What our electronics guru, Brent Alderfer, of Offshore Electronics has to say: The usefulness of this unit for boating,
hunting, hiking or any nighttime outdoor endeavor is obvious. Getting this kind of technology, in this type of package,
and at this price, is simply incredible!
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East Meets West… Maybe Not!

The following article was contributed by long term Mid-Atlantic sponsor, Fraser Volpe. Fraser Volpe
manufactures the Stedi-Eye Mariners, which of course, are the gyro stabilized binoculars available under
the tent at the Mid-Atlantic and every day at the South Jersey Marina Ship’s Store.
We hope that you find that the article is an interesting dissertation on how our West Coast brethren
employ the mariners in their pursuit of marlin. When you read it, you’re likely to utter, “But that’s not
how we do it here!” You’ll be right, of course, but that’s not the point. Maybe there are some lessons to be
learned about the advantages of using “gyros” here on the east coast.

California Anglers use Stedi-Eye Mariners
to Catch More Marlin

Fraser Volpe has become the recognized leader
in marine gyroscopic stabilized binoculars (or
gyros as they are regularly called by West
Coast anglers).
With a retail value of around $5,000, the
Fraser Volpe Stedi-Eye Mariners offer the
highest scan rate and greatest field of view of
any gyro available, and reduce up to 98% of image motion. They are able to operate continuously
for up to 12 hours on 2 “AA” batteries, and have
optional adapter to allow for power to be provided
form a standard cigarette lighter outlet. They are
buoyant, easy to operate, and a set or more can be
found aboard most every serious tournament boat
in the West Coast tournaments. The reason is clear;
the 14 X magnification allow teams to scan a field
that is 74 meters wide at 1,000 meters range. In

Gyros can help you spot tailing marlin from a mile away.

other words, these
gyros allow teams
to cover an incredible amount of water,
searching for fish and other signs of life.
How important are gyroscopic stabilized binoculars to top Pacific offshore captains? At a recent
offshore fishing seminar captains Steve Lassley and
Pete Groesbeck were asked if they had to choose

Crew members putting the Fraser Volpe Gyros to good use.
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between turning off all of their electronics or putting away their gyros, what would they do? Steve
and Pete were stumped. The honest answer is that
their gyros are at least as important to them as their
GPS, chart plotter, side scanning sonar, fathometer,
and all the other high tech gadgets on the bridge.
It depends on the day, but generally speaking
catching fish in Southern California is completely
dependent on seeing them first, and gyros increase
your odds exponentially. When asked what percentage of fish they caught were first spotted in
the gyros, Lassley and Groesbeck estimated about
80-90%. Those that didn’t get spotted were either
located on the side scanning sonar (very small percentage for local stripers), or were jig bites.
Why are they so important? A simple geometry
lesson will make it crystal clear. Take a sheet of paper, and randomly make three dots on that sheet
with a marking pen. Now suppose the piece of paper represents a “chart” of the water you are fishing,
with a scale of 1 inch = 1 mile. Make believe each
dot represents a marlin on the surface. Now close
your eyes and draw 3 straight lines anywhere across
the “chart”.

Gyros aren’t just for the big boys. Boats of all sizes benefit from the
use of gyros.

For most crews, with bare eyes a fin more than 150
yards away will likely go unnoticed.
With a good set of 7 X 50 binoculars, you can
be generous to your crew and triple that. Let’s assume your crew is using binoculars and scanning
all around the boat. That means that at any given
time you are covering a circle with a diameter of
900 yards, or .51 miles. Any fish not within that
small circle on our chart would be missed.
Now consider a crew following the exact same
path using gyros. This crew has the ability to spot
fish a mile or more from the boat. This boat will
cover a circle with a diameter of 2 miles, 4 times
more water than the boat using regular binoculars,

1 MILE
.5 MILE DIA

2 MILE
DIA

These lines represent your boat’s path trolling
through the area. Odds are these lines do not touch
any of the dots, but they do come within an inch
from at least one of them. Now think about how far
away your crew is able to spot a marlin consistently.
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Note the chair mounted on the hard top providing an unobstructed
view and a resting place for the spotter’s arms.
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and 12 times more water than a boat looking with
bare eyes. If you took our 2 mile diameter circle and
passed that down the same 3 lines, it is clear how
much more water is covered, including all 3 fish
in our example for the crew using gyros, while the
crew using binoculars covered the exact same water
and missed them all.
Now just having a set or two of gyros on your
boat will not guarantee you will find fish. You still
need to be diligent about using them, and using
them properly. That means having your boat set up
so that the crew using gyros have the ability to scan
without obstruction form stanchions, antennae, or
bridge enclosures.
The spotting stations need to be set up so the
crew can rest their arms while they hold the gyros
to their eyes for hours on end. Once a fish is spotted, the spotter needs to be able to communicate
with the helmsman and other crew members to

Baitfish on the surface are easy to spot from a distance using gyros.

steer the boat close enough to the fish that other
crew men can spot the fish with their eyes before
the gyro man can take his eyes off. This is easier
said than done, even for top crews.
Besides spotting fish, the gyros can be used to
spot bait, birds, weed, current rips, and other signs
of life or lack thereof. They can also be used to keep
an eye on other boats to see if they are finding fish.
For safety purposes, they can aid in spotting boats
or crews in distress, or navigational hazards such as
partially submerged objects.
Will all the techniques used on the West Coast
translate out here to the Mid-Atlantic region?
Probably not, the fish and oceanography are quite
different. However, the ideas of vigilance and using the best equipment, like stabilized binoculars,
to make the most of each opportunity are universal
to all anglers.
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the Last Word
by Mark Allen

Sport Fishing! For many, it’s how we make our living. For many others, it’s much more than sport, it’s life
itself. Regardless of where you stand, if we don’t protect
it, we could lose it. This thought occurred to me back
in early March when I read that the United States had
announced that it would support a ban on the international trade of Atlantic bluefin tuna. This was just prior
to the CITES convention in Qatar.
As I pondered the threats to our sport: overfishing,
bureaucratic ineptitude, threatened habitats, a weak
economy and rising fuel prices, I received an email
from Marie Clark with the below photo attached. The
photo depicts her grandson Kyle waiting by the rail at
Canyon Club as his daddy, Phil, standing on the bow
of the RaMar, comes home from a day of fishing during last year’s Viking/Ocean Showdown.
Many captions came to me as I looked at the photo,
but the one that I couldn’t get out of my mind was,
“Promise Me!” I could imagine Kyle saying to his dad
and all of us “Promise me that someday I’ll be able to
land a bluefin tuna, and promise me that you’ll work to
make it happen.”

Many thanks to Marie for the above photo and the inspiration. Her photo
is the winner of the “candid” category in this year’s On The Rip photo contest.
Congratulations, Marie!

